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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Final Report for 
The Wisconsin Recordkeeping Project 

Recognizing the importance of court records and their 

relationship to the delivery of judicial services, the Director 

of State Courts Office sponsored this project which called for 

a comprehensive study of the records management practices in 

Wisconsin courts and the design and test of a recordkeeping 

system that could potentially be implemented statewide. The 

primary goal of the project was to develop a model 

recordkeeping system consistent with the needs and constraints 

of the Wisconsin court environment. This goal has essentially 

been met in the model system, which includes 

general standards for recordkeeping in the Wisconsin courts, 

case processing procedures for eleven different court case 

types, selected forms to support the model system, a 

comprehensive one-write accounting system and records retention 

and disposition schedules. 

The National Center for State Court's proposal drew 

attention to two major reasons why good recordkeeping 

procedures are critical to the efficient operation of the 

courts. First, court personnel depend on timely and accurat~ 

case information in the daily delivery of judicial services. 

Second, the resources of personnel, equipment, supplies, and 
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space associated with the process represent one of the largest 

single costs of operating the courts. Although these factors 

have been recognized EOL some time in Wisconsin, comprehensive 

improvements to antiquated recordkeeping systems have not been 

forthcoming. Attempts at improvements have addressed specific 

areas of concern in a limited manner. 

The problems of coordinating statewide improvements in 

recordkeeping systems are understandable since the Wisconsin 

Supreme Court did not assume full constitutional responsibility 

for administration of courts until the passage of a constitu

tional amendment in the late 1970's. Shortly thereafter the 

court system underwent significant organizational change which 

included merging the two-level trial cou~t into a single 

level circuit court system, This merging of the trial courts 

had a number of effects on court record keeping practices and 

procedures. The Director of State Court's Office did not have 

the resources, either in staff, funds, or available preparation 

time to coordinate the details of the uniform implementation of 

the court merger. Many counties changed their docketing and 

case numbering system to conform to the uniform standards 

developed by the Clerks of Court Association and coordinated by 

the WCIS staff. However, other changes to recordkeeping 

procl·~ures necessi tated by the merger were implemented 

independently in each county. This has resulted in a 

perpetuation of non-uniform forms and practices. 
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As a result of this IS-month model recordkeeping system 

design and testing study, the National Center for state Courts 

offers the following eight major recommendations for the 

further development and maintenance of improved and uniform 

recordkeeping practices and procedures to further enhance the 

delivery of judicial services to the citizens of Wisconsin. 

RECOMMENDATION 1: Wisconsin circuit courts should implement 
unlform records management and case processing procedures in 
all case types. These uniform procedures should include the 
general standards and case rocessin rocedures develo ed as a 
part of t e WlsconSln model record eeplng system. 

The general standards address twenty separate topics 

related to court recordkeeping and records management. The 

general standards were derived from current practices that were 

observed in Wisconsin courts and successful practices from 

various courts throughout the country. Some of the innovations 

included in the general standards were derived from the 

consensus of the project team as each phase of the court 

recordkeeping responsibility was analyzed. 

Case processing procedures for civil, small claims, family, 

paternity, criminal, traffic, forfeitures. estate, 

guardianships, adoptions, and civil committment are generally 

consistent with the general standards and with each other. The 

individual case processing procedures address unique aspects of 

each different case type. For instance, the procedure 

concerning the processing of traffic records addresses the high 

volume of traffic cases and the fact that the associated 
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recordkeeping systems normally represent the largest single 

workload activity in the clerk of courts' office. Therefore, 

the processing procedure for traffic cases attempts to 

streamline the recordkeeping requir~ments for the vast . 

majority of traffic cases, so that more attention can be 

paid to the small percentage of cases which need it. 

In recent years, the Wisconsin Clerks of Court Associ

ation has voted to adopt a uniform minute form, a uniform 

case numbering system, and a uniform court record card, which 

replaces the bulky docket books. The registers in probate have 

made similar efforts. Although many counties now use the 

new methods, the systems were not uniformly implemented. The 

content of court records and minutes was not addressed in 

most cases. The model system has attempted to carry these 

efforts several steps forward. 

Also, the methods of filing cases and the types of 

case jackets vary from county to county. The different 

systems for storing active and inactive records are not 

always consistent with good records management principles. 

The model system's general standards address the construction 

and content of case files, the proper use of group files, 

the content of the court record card, the purpose, content 

and maintenance of court index systems, and the storage of 

active and inactive records. 

4 
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RECOMMENDATION 2: Wisconsin state courts should implement the 
comprehensive model one-write accounting system develosed as a 
art of this roject unless the alread have automate 

accountIng systems In p 

The study conducted as a part of this project confirmed 

that,in the area of bookkeeping and fund accounting, no attempt 

had been made to coordinate or standardize procedures and 

practices. Rven the am9wnt gf f~e§ ohicg§d oft@" viri~ct tfam 

county to county depending on the interpretation of ambiguous 

statutes. During the course of this project an independent 

effort succeeded in passing legislation to implement a new law 

relating to revising court-related fees and costs. Therefore, 

significant progress was made by the State of Wisconsin in that 

area. In many counties, however, the antiquated methods of 

controlling cash received and dispersed by the courts do not 

conform to good bookkeeping practices. In some instances this 

has left courts vunerable to loss of funds through fraud or 

accident. Very few counties use cash registers, bookkeeping 

machines or automated data processing to assist in the 

accounting process. To address these needs, the comprehensive 

one-write accounting system was developed as a part of this 

project. Although changes are needed as a result of the 

testing and evaluation of the system and the new law relating 

to fees and costs, the system of uniformity has been endorsed 

by the Bureau of Municipal Audit. Many of the clerks who have 

been exposed to the new system have commented favorably on the 

numerous time-saving features which are built into the system. 
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Recommendation 3: Wisconsin circuit courts should have a set 
of standard forms which are designe~ to take,advantage o~ cost
effective modern business forms deslgn technlgues a~d W~lCh 
re designed to allow early and continuous case monltorlng,and 

:ccurate, simple reporting to the Wisconsin Court Informatlon 
System. 

A limited number of forms were designed and produced to 

t d ere provided to the support the model record keeping sys em an w 

t ' The forms are included in a forms four pilot test coun leSe 

manual. The court forms standardization effort needs to go 

much further and be a continuing effort due to the importance 

of forms for the documentation and communication of information 

as an integral part of the courts business. 

Previous attempts at statewide uniformity of forms were 

undertaken by the forms committees of various boards of 

judges. The numerous legal forms used in processing 

probate cases were standardized as a result of the work of such 

a committee of the board of probate judges. Although this and 

d d some worthwhl'le results, no statewide similar efforts pro lice 

was l'nstituted to formalize the forms management program 

process of updatlng an reV1Sln , d "g forms, or designing new forms 

and replacing obsolete ones. As laws changed, the changes to 

the forms were implemented by local initiative. Lacking any 

direction to the contrary, court personnel often continued to 

use obsolete, redundant or inefficient forms. 

Other experience in the development of uniform forms 

occurred in the area of juvenile court when, in 1978, the Forms 

Committee of the Juvenile Court Judges undertook to revise all 
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forms used in the processing of juvenile court cases. At the 

completion of this project, the state accepted and mandated 17 

of over 50 forms designed during the project. In a project 

related to this one concerning juvenile case processing, some 

review was made of the effectiveness of the juvenile court 

forms. They seem to have been well accepted throughout the 

juvenile court system and have had some effect on improving 

clerical efficiency and streamlining the information flow. 

development project demonstrated many of the difficulties 

involved in forms standardization. 

The 

RECOMMENDATION 4: A coordinated effort between the Director of 
State Courts Office and the Wisconsin Historical Society should 
continue in an effort to formalize the records and retention 
dis osition uidelines and schedules su ested in this re ort. 
The coordinated effort between the courts and the Hlstorlca 
Society should also result in court standards for microfilming 
to maximize the cost-effectiveness of a 1 in this technology 
to t e ong-term preservatIon of certain court in ormation~ 

Prior to this project the problems related to record 

retention and destruction were never directly addressed in 

Wisconsin. At one time a committee of Wisconsin court 

officials was appointed to deal with the issue, but no 

substantive results materialized. Clerks of court and judges 

have dealt with the records problem in a variety of ways. 

Because of severe storage and space limitation, some courts are 

destroying case files immediately after the entry of final 

judgment and microfilming. Other counties are microfilming and 

then continuing to maintain the paper records for the 

statutorily-required ten year period. Some records are being 

destroyed after five or ten years without microfilming, and 
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others are being maintained indefinitely, regardless of 

microfilming practices. 

The records retention problem stems from ambiguous or 

non-existent court rules and statutes on the subject. No 

comprehensive interpretation of the statutes has ever been 

formalized. The records retention and disposition portion of 

this project, along with the coordination made with the 

wisconsin State Historical Society, is ~ start towards 

developing comprehensive retention schedules, but the momentum 

must be continued by the concerted effort of the Director of 

State Courts Office. 

In the area of microfilming it is evident that standards 

and procedural guidelines need to be more firmly established 

and adopted by the counties which have microfilming programs. 

During the site visits associated with this project, numerous 

microfilming practices were observed which indicated that the 

countie~ were not getting the maximum value from the dollars 

being spent for their programs. 

RECOMMENDATION 5: The responsibility to provide for the 
development and maintenance of the uniform records keeping 
procedures, accounting systems, forms program, records 
retention and disposition schedules and microfilming standards 
(as indicated in Recommendations 1,2, 3, and 4 above) sh~-oe 
placed with the Director of State Courts pursuant to Supreme 
Court Rule 70.34. 

The rule simply states "the Director of State Courts shall 

develop unifor.m rules for trial court administration. Each 

chief judge may adopt additional local rules not in conflict 

with the uniform judicial administrative rUles." 

8 

It is the opinion of the National Center for State Courts 

that the Director of State Courts is the only logical office 

to assume responsibility for furtherance of the model system. 

If efforts to implement the model system's major recordkeeping 

reforms are fragmented, the efforts will be doomed and Wisconsin 

will not realize the full benefit of the uniformity and stan

dardization possible under this system. 

The project team has characterized the model system as a 

"living" document. As is the case with other living things, the 

model system will require nurturing to survive and grow. 

A note of caution should be mentioned here. The model 

system represents change--very significant change in some 

courts. Due to the natural human resistance to change, signi

ficant managerial skill will be required to implement the 

model system successfully in many counties. 

The National Center feels that the leadership of the 

Director of State Courts Office has been accepted well during 

this project, since so many individuals and groups were involved 

in the model system design. If the same basic philosophy of 

involvement and communication persists, future implementation 

efforts should be successful. 
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RECOMMENDATION 6: To assist the Director of state Courts 
Office in developing the standards and guidelines called f~r in 
Recommendation 5 above, a standin records mana ement commlttee 
s ould be created to guide the further develo~ment and updatin~ 
of the model record keeping system. A subordlnate commlttee on 
forms should also be dbveloped to continue the forms 
development effort. 

The records management committee should meet at least 

annually and consist of the following membership: 

• Two judges designated by the chief judges 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Two clerks of court designated by the Clerks of Court 
Association 

One representative designated by the Director of State 
Courts 

One representative of the State Historical Society 

One representative of the Judicial Conference, 
Juvenile Section 

Two representatives of the Registers in Probate 
Association 

One qualified records manager (certified records 
manager preferred) 

Specific recommended duties of the committee will be as 

follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Advise Supreme Court on matters pertaining to records 
retention and disposal and make recommendations on 
when records should be deemed obselete and useless 
under the provisions of Section 59.715(20)c. 

Recommend any statutory or rule changes to records 
management, retention and destruction. 

Establish standards, procedures and techniques for 
effective management of records and further enhance 
the model records management system attached to this 
report. 
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• 

• 

• 

4. 

5. 

Designate papers or documents that do not have 
long-term retention value for each case type to 
augment the recommendation of model recordkeeping 
system general standard on case files. 

Develop standards to insure the proper and efficient 
utilization of microfilm services in accordance with 
general standard 117, Inactive Record Storage. 

The make-up of the recommended forms committee should 

include: 

One forms coordinator from the office of the Director of 
State Courts 

Two representatives designated by the Clerks of Court 
Association 

One representative designated by the Reg_sters in Probate 
Association 

One judge designated by the chief judges 

• One WCIS staff member 

• One district court administrator 

The abolition of several court forms committees which are 

presently in operation is not recommended, but each specialized 

committee should be carefully reviewed and efforts coordinated 

and, where practical, merged with the forms committee being 

recommended to further the goals of the model recordkeeping 

system. The agenda for the forms committee should initially be 

to develop the essential forms which were identified as needing 

revision but could not be dealt with in this project. 

11 . 



RECOMMENDATION 7: The Director of State Courts Office should 
coordInate the effort to make certain statutory and rules 
changes needed to enable circuit court~ to adopt cost effective 
and efficient records management practIces. 

The specific statutes identified as needing revision are 

elaborated on in a later section of the final report. 

Previously. there has been no mechanism for establishing a 

statewide consensus in the court community as to what needs to 

be done legislatively or through court rule. Antiquated 

statutes still in effect often impede the adoption of modern 

recordkeeping methods. Although there is probably little or no 

legislative interest in r~taining these laws, they 

remain a problem because of the lack of any initiative or 

change from the judicial community. 

Given the developing role of the Director of State Courts 

Office and district chief judges, the administrative structure 

is now in place to achieve a consensus on needed changes. 

During the life of the project some progress was made in 

changing some of the old laws and applying a realistic 

interpretation to others. In the future, through the efforts 

of the Director of State Courts Office, the Advisory Committee, 

and the chief judges, it is highly probable that all of the 

statutory barriers to improved records management can be 

dismantled. 

12 
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RECOMMENDATION 8: The Director of State Courts Office should 
take an actIve role in monitorin and assistin counties which 
are in the rocess of develo in automated recor eepIng 
systems an processIng applications. 

As a logical consequence of this model manual recordkeeping 

system, more and more courts will be looking at technology to 

help them meet the rapidly increasing case load and 

clerical workload. Automated applications are logical because 

once the model manual system has been implemented, some courts 

for the first time will have defined and documented all the 

steps involved in their case processing; this is the 

preliminary kind of systems analysis required for effective 

applications of modern technology. Several counties have 

independently implemented improvements through the application 

of modern technology. It would appear that a coordinated 

effort from the state level would have long-range and 

far-reaching benefits to the Wisconsin court system. 

13 
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WISCONSIN COURTS MODEL RECORDKEEPING 

FINAL REPORT 

Introduction 

This part of the final report of the Wisconsin Model 

Recordkeeping System includes the following sections: 

Section I outlines a brief history of the 18-month 

project; 

• Section II discusses the result of the project 

evaluation in pilot counties; 

• Section III treats aspects of implementation with the 

• 

model system statewide; 

Section IV lists statutory revisions which were 

identified during the project and are needed to enable 

Wisconsin courts to keep effective and efficient 

records. 
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I. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF THE PROJECT 

In March of 1981 the North Central Regional Office, 

National Center for State Courts, was awarded a contract to 

conduct a comprehensive court recordkeeping study in 

Wisconsin. The goals of the project were to study the current 

court recordkeeping practices, design a model record keeping 

system, and then test and evaluate that system in selected 

pilot counties. The project RFP and proposal recognized the 

importance of a good court recordkeeping system and the fact 

that the information which court records contain must furnish 

timely and accurate data to support the daily operations of the 

judicial system. Also, it was recognized that the resources 

devoted to recordkeeping (personnel, equipment, supplies and 

space requirements) represent one of the largest single costs 

of operating the courts. Never before was it possible, in 

Wisconsin. to conduct an in-depth study relating to 

comprehensive improvements to the antiquated recordkeeping 

systems which were prevalent in the state's courts. Previous 

attempts at improvements'only addressed specific areas of 

concern in a limited way. 

The following historical overview of the project will 

briefly outline the activities which were performed to 

accomplish each of the major tasks listed in the project 

proposal. More detailed and ongoing documentation of project 

activities has been documented in seventeen monthly progress 

15 

reports which were furnished to the Deputy Director of State 

Courts for Court Operations during the life of the project. 

TASK 1 Project start-up and review of existing statutes/ 
documentation. 

Initial phases of project start-up included developing a 

detailed work plan, allocating task assignments to project 

staff and estimating time allocations and target dates for the 

project. Early in the project it was determined that 

insufficient lead time for implementation and testing the four 

pilot sites was available; therefore, a two-month extension was 

approved by the project director. 

The initial meeting with the advisory committee in May of 

1981 resulted in the tentative selection of ten counties in 
• 

which to conduct the project site visits. Four of these 

counties were designated as pilot testing counties for the 

model system. 

The National Center conducted a comprehensive review of all 

statutes and rules relating to recordkeeping requirements for 

the Wisconsin courts. This review had a double focus: one 

concerned the construction and content of required court 

records and the other related to record retention 

requirements. Much of the information revealed during this 

review was later used in deyeloping the proposed model 

retention schedules, recordkeeping general standards and the 

case processing procedures. Another research activity examined 

16 



previous studies relating to recordkeeping in Wisconsin 

courts. This activity started prior to the awarding of the 

project for the development of the National Center's proposal. 

Coordination of the Director of State Courts Office, 

particularly the Wisconsin Court Information System started 

early in the project so that the needs of the Supreme Court and 

Chief Judges could be taken into consideration throughout the 

project. 

TASK 2: Examine ,existing record systems 

In preparation for the on-site data collection activities, 

a comprehensive data collection methodology was developed by 

the National Center. The th d 1 ' me 0 0 ogy cons~sted of a seven-part 

notebook broken down into sections which addressed each of the 

areas in which information needed to be collected. The data 

collection included sections on overview information on the 

conduct of the site visits, interview guides, facilities and 

equipment, records review, records inventory, procedural flows 

and document (forms) analys;~. So t 
4_ me seven een forms were 

developed or adapted for the Wisconsin project methodology. 

After the methodology was tested in Pierce County and reviewed 

with project consultants and team members, the actual site 

visits in the ten counties commenced. 

The first site visit was conducted ;n 
4 Racine County. All 

team members were present and training of the project team 

continued throughout this initial site visit. Other site 
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visits continued over the next three months. The operations of 

the clerks and registers in probate were reviewed and 

documented by the project team in all ten counties. In the 

four counties designated as pilot test counties, comprehensive 

records inventories were also conducted and furnished to those 

counties for future use. The pilot counties were Racine, 

Fond du Lac, La Crosse, and Lincoln. The other counties, 

referred to as verification sites, were Adams, Douglas, 

Kenosha, Manitowoc, Marathon, and Oconto. 

TASK 3: Prepare records management recommendations 

Each site visit was documented with a brief description of 

the case processing procedures and records management practices 

of the county. After an analysis of specific recordkeeping 

problems, technical assistance reports were prepared to 

incorporate recommendations on recordkeeping practices that 

could be changed for more efficiency or that should be changed 

to prepare the county for im~lementation of the model system. 

The goal of the technical assistance reports was to share with 

the county the collective expertise of the project team so that 

adjustments could be made which would not conflict with the 

model system,already in the design stage. 

Meetings were held between project team members and the 

site visit counties to review the technical assistance 

recommendations and clarify any questions they might have 

regarding them. 
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At the second advisory committee meeting the major 

recommendations contained in the technical assistance report 

were reviewed. The consistent themes that were addressed in 

the technical assistance recommendations concerned the filing 

system equipment, filing systems components (file folders, out 

folders and file supports), indexing systems, redundant 

recordkeeping practices (which were felt to be unnecessary even 

under current statutes), and microfilming programs (procedures 

and quality control). In Marathon County, a special technical 

assistance report was developed to make recommendations on 

office layout and space utilization. The clerk of courts in 

Marathon County had recently acquired additional space and was 

interested in consolidating functions previously located in 

other parts of the courthouse. The clerk desired to utilize 

the space in the best possible manner to accomplish the mission 

of the clerk's office. 

Positive feedback was received by the project team on the 

content and effect of the technical assistance recommen

dations. There was no requirement for any formal documentation 

of the effect of the technical assistance recQmmendations, 

although that would have been an idea worth considering. 

TASK 4: Develop model records system 

The development of the model system involved several 

phases. The initial phase included the conceptual design which 

involved defining the parts of the system--general standards, 
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case processing procedures, retention schedules, forms and the 

accounting system. The second phase included drafting the 

components of each part of the model system. All team members 

were assigned tasks and participated in initial drafting of the 

model system components. Approximately six design meetings of 

the project team, including two major telephpne conference 

meetings, were held to oesign the system. During the design 

and drafting activites, the team contacted various experts in 

particular case processing areas, e.g., a judge to comment on 

legal requirements and ramifications and representatives from 

state agencies, including the Department of Transportation and 

the Department of Revenue. Some of these "outside" experts 

were invited to design meetings. 

Recordkeeping practices and procedures generally 

applicable to all case types are contained in the general 

standards. There are twenty separate topics addressed in the 

general standards. Many of the topics relate directly to the 

case processing procedures but are consolidated in the general 

standards to save needless repetition in each of the eleven 

case processing procedures. Other general standards address 

recordkeeping equipment, forms design standards and 

microfilming. The actual topics addressed in the general 

standards were the result of the anaylsis of on site data 

collection, the experience ~f the project team members and many 

lengthy discussions during the design meetings on the needs of 

Wisconsin courts. 
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A separate case processing procedure was developed for each 

of the eleven identifiable case types including civil, small 

claims, family, paternity, criminal, traffic, and forfeitures; 

and four case types in the probate area, including estates, 

guardianship, adoption, and civil commitment. Each procedure 

incorporates the features of the particular case type 

addressed. The overall design, however, recognized a strong 

relationship between the phases of case processing for all case 

types from initiation through final disposition. Special 

requirements for each case type were identified and documented 

under the appropriate procedure. The traffic case processing 

procedure was designed in a similar format to criminal 

processing and later it was completely revised to greatly 

simplify and streamline the record keeping requirements for this 

high volume case processing area. 

Numerous forms were identified as being important to court 

case processing; however, only a limited number of critical 

forms could be developed to support the model system testing 

due to limited project resources. Nevertheless, two categories 

of forms were developed. One group was considered mandatory 

for implementation of the model system testing by the pilot 

counties. These forms were printed and furnished to those 

counties through project resources. The other group of forms, 

although important, were considered optional for the pilot site 

testing. These forms were designed and typeset but their 

purchase was left to the discretion of the pilot testing 

counties. 
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The fourth major component of the model system was the 

records retention and disposition schedule. A comprehensive 

record retention and diaposition schedule was developed based 

on current statutory guidelines and restrictions for records 

retention in Wisconsin courts. The schedule addressed the 

administrative, legal, and fiscal value of records" Further 

discussions need to be held with the Wisconsin Historical 

Society to ad,dress t'he historical or archival value of some of 

the records series identified. 

The final major component of the model record keeping system 

is a comprehensive one-write accounting system. This manual 

accounting system ties all the accounting functions of the 

clerk's office together into a single system. The accounting 

system takes advantage of the efficiency designed into a one

write system. Receipting, journalizing and documenting 

individual account ledgers can be accomplished in a single 

entry. This saves the transposition to various documents up to 

three times which occurs in the traditional court accounting 

systems. The other major advantage of the model accounting 

system is that an ongoing financial picture of the clerk's 

office can be obtained on a continuing basis. This enables the 

clerk to develop cash management and investment strategies for 

the funds under his or her control. Through the use of 

accounting system supporting forms, monthly reporting to the 

county and the state should also be streamlined and simplified. 
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The work that went into the designing, revising, and 

finalizing these five components of the model system cannot be 

overemphasized. The project team and the advisory committee 

worked diligently for several months in the various phases of 

developing this model system. Return visits to the pilot sites 

were made to review the components of the model system and 

solicit comments from the staff members who were going to be 

involved in the implementat~on and testing of the system. 

The model system was later reviewed with the advisory 

commitee and the project forms committee. Both committees 

approved the detailed design of the model system and the forms 

which had been developed to support the model system. 

Another forum was made available to the project team to 

review the model system. The Wisconsin Office of Judicial 

Education invited the project team to present the model system 

to the Clerk's Institute. After an overview of the model 

system, small working groups were assembled to review various 

aspects of the system. Highly enthusiastic response was given 

to the model system by the clerks attending the institute and 

several good points were brought up which suggested minor 

revisions to the system. 

TASK 5: Prepare for model record system field test 

Preparation for pilot testing included contacts with pilot 

site staff to determine their equipment needs, filing systems 

supply needs, and forms quantities for the test period. The 

individual counties then ordered their own needed equipment and 
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supplies and the project team coordinated the printing order 

for the fo~ms. During this phase of the project,pilot site 

training was developed and training sessions were planned. 

Team orientation for the training included each team member 

reviewing the general standards. A matrix was developed to 

emphasize which general standards were related to each case 

processing area. Team members were also required to review the 

case processing procedures for those areas that they were not 

intimately involved in previously. The training schedule was 

developed and tasks assigned to the team members. A 

pre-training session in Racine resulted in further refinements 

to the training plan. 

Also during this phase of the project the evaluation design 

was initiated. It was determint~ that the evaluation would 

consist of a SUbjective evaluation, an objective evaluation, 

evaluation of the forms, and an ongoing documentation of 

problems and their solutions by the district court 

administrators involved with the respective pilot test sites. 

Portions of the evaluation were written by each of the team 

members after the overall format was determined. Another 

aspect of the evaluation concerned a review of system 

documentation by the project consultants. Their comments and 

observations were later evaluated and some minor revisions were 

made, particularly to the general standards. National Center 

Headquarters staff also reviewed the subjective evaluation 

instrument and made recommendations to improve the formating of 

the evaluation consistent with scientific survey techniques. 
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TASK 6: Implement,monitor and evaluate pilot test! 

The pilot site implementation was preceded by on-site 

training in each of the four pilot counties. Team members 

conducted workshops to review the model system documentation 

for the general standards, case p~ocessing procedures and 

accounting. At this time feedback from the pilot site staff 

members resolved many of the questions which were caused by the 

changes in operating procedures necessitated by the model 

system. 

Implementation of the testing started in June of 1982. 

Problems associated with implementation included forms 

manufacturing problems which needed to be adjusted and supplies 

and equipment for the pilot sites not being delivered on a 

timely basis to allow for a smooth implementation. There were 

also some delays encountered in implementing the accounting 

system because the preparatory work of converting old accounts 

had not been anticipated. Finally by July 1st, most of the 

testing implementation had been initiated and the team members 

continued to monitor each county to try to resolve problems as 

they arose. 

Approximately half way through the testing period 

evaluation instruments were distributed to the counties and 

district administrators. In late September 1982, an evaluation 

meeting was held to enable the project team and pilot county 
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· . probate and staff members to discuss the clerks, reg~sters 1n 

evaluation results. The evaluation is discussed in detail in 

the next section of this report. 
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II. MODEL SYSTEM EVALUATION 

A. Evaluation Summary 

The evaluation process was an attempt to measure the effect 

of and reaction to the model recordkeeping system in four pilot 

test counties. It was also felt that a detailed evaluation 

process would yield further refinements or enhancements to the 

model system. 

As can be seen in the evaluation analysis which follows, 

some portions of the evaluation resulted in useful information 

and other parts did not, either because they were too ambitious 

or the needed information was not available to the pilot 

counties. As an overall analysis of the evaluation, the 

following points are pertinent: 

• 

• 

No major changes in components or key elements of the 

model system design are needed based on the evaluation 

results. (The exception to this is the accounting 

system where some needed changes were identified in 

the testing period and other changes were necessitated 

by the new bill on these fines and costs.) 

Prior knowledge of positive support for the model 

system by certain individuals was consistent with the 

evaluation. 
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• 

• 

Where there were negative feelings about components of 

the model system or reluctance to change, these 

feelings were also consistently expressed in the. 

evaluation. 

Strong local management leadership was the key factor 

leading to full and objective testing of the model 

system. 

The model system evaluation was divided into four distinct 

components. A subjective evaluation sought to elicit the 

opinions and feelings of pilot site staff members on key 

elements of the model system in each case type and the 

accounting system. An objective evaluation tried to compare 

system costs between the new and old systems. A forms 

evaluation elicited specific comments on the forms which were 

designed to support the model system. The final aspect of the 

evaluation consisted of a request to pilot county district 

court administrators to document problems which arose during 

the testing period and the solutions or adjustments which were 

worked out to resolve the problem. 

The subjective evaluatiorl yielded the most fruitful 

results. This will be seen from the analysis below. The 

objective evaluation was either premature, too detailed, or 

requested information that was not available to the pilot county 

clerks and district court administrators. The forms evaluation 

resulted in some good comments and observations on the forms 
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which will be useful when they are redesigned in the future. 

Relatively little information on problem areas was documented 

. b the dJ.·strJ.·ct court administrators in the on a ongoing basJ.s y 

testing period. Most of the problems were worked out 

internally or over the phone with various project team 

members. Each of the district court administrators involved in 

the implementation testing did work closely throughout the 

testing period with their respective clerk of courts and staff 

members. This ingredient was essential to the testing process. 

1. Subjective Evaluation Analysis 

The purpose of the subjective evaluation was to assess the 

opinions and feelings of the people working with the model 

system and evaluate the workability of various components of 

this system. The subjective evaluation was sent to each pilot 

county. Instructions were for the staff member most closely 

associated with the specific case processing area to complete 

the evaluation form. Separate forms were developed for each of 

the eleven case types and accounting procedure. The subjective 

evaulation was divided into two parts. Section A was an 

evaluation of the written procedures and Section B was a 

comparison of key components of the model system with the old 

record keeping and case processing systems. 

The purpose of assessing the general usefulness of the 

model system written procedures was to determine if the pilot 

county staff members generally perceived them to be complete, 

useful for training purposes, and easy to understand. 
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Graph I (Appendix A) shows that satisfaction with the 

written procedures was well above satisfactory in all case 

types. 
(The bar graphs show the percentage of respondents who 

chose either of the two most positive responses, out of five 

available choices.) The percentage of positive responses 

ranged from 66% to 100% in the various case types. 
The average 

of all responses was 77% positive. 

A higher level of satisfaction might have been achieved 

but, in the evaluator's opinion, some misconceptions arose on 

the part of test county staff members who were familiar only 

with the case processing procedure for their own case type, 

and not with the general standards. Some individuals did 

not understand the significance of the general standards, some 

of which are applicable to all case types but were not repeated 

in each case type's written procedures. As a result of this, 

a paragraph was added to the introduction of each case type's 

written procedure, stressing the importance of the general 

standards. 

Comments were made by some respondents that particular pro

cedures did not apply to their county. Subjective evaluation 

questionnaire comments can be found in Appendix B, which consoli

dates the responses and comments for each case type. 

The basic principles and components of the model system 

apply to all counties, but will need amplification 
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to document specific staff and inter-agency relationships 

(environmental factors) to make the model system more workable 

in each implementing county. 

In the evaluator's opinion no substantial change should be 

made based on the evaluation of the written procedures at this 

time. Four case types were at a 66% level of satisfaction with 

the written procedures and these include small claims, traffic, 

non-traffic forfeiture and guardianship. Some difficulties 

arose in two pilot counties in introducing small claims, 

traffic and non-traffic model system procedures. The 

questionnaire responses from these counties in these case-type 

areas brought the overall average level of satisfaction down. 

The second part of the subjective evaluation questionnaire 

attempted to make a direct comparison between model system key 

element areas and procedures used under the old system. The 

purpose of this part of the evaluation was to determine if 

model system features were perceived as being faster, easier, 

or more efficient than the same tasks under the old system of 

operation. 

Six questions were identical on the questionnaires for 

all eleven case types. Graph 2 (Appendix A) shows the results 

when respondents were asked if they preferred the model system 

procedures or their former procedures, for six different 

aptivities of case processing. 
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In these six key element areas the general consensus was 

favorable towards the model system as being easier, faster to 

l'n1't1'at1'on, index creation, case monitoring, accomplish case 

preparation and distribution of notices, and keeping more 

orderly and easy-to-find case files. 

In the firs~ area, opening new case files, the model system 

was favored over the old system on the questionnaire. Only 14% 

1 It l's the evaluator I s opinion said both syste~s were equa . 

some confusion existed 'initially in the t~st counties 

, 't' t' rocedures Some pilot county concerning the case 1nl la lon p . 

staff members commented favorably on the fact that case 

initiation procedures were fully documented for the first time. 

Comments of the respondents are interesting in this area 

and amplify the enthusiasm and some of the concerns of the test 

county staff members. (See Appendix B, individual questionnaire 

comments,) 

In the second area, creation of the index, the model system 

moved exclusively to card index systems and away from index 

books. The responses indicate a favorable attitude toward this 

change, but yet 30% said that both systems were equal. This 

can be explained by two factors. Some counties were already 

d and others were content with the existing using index car s, 

use of index books and resisted the change. In this case, 

however, usually such a low case volume exists that it doesn't 

make much difference in day-to-day manual operations as to what 

form the index ta es. k Respondents' comments reveal that some 

individuals think that index cards are a nuisance. 
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The traffic procedure was of special interest in index 

creation because of the annual index created by alphabetic 

filing of disposed citations under the model system. 

Acceptance of this approach is in the majority/and one non-test 

county implemented the traffic system and reports great 

enthusiasm. 

The third area surveyed concerned the ability to track 

individual cases. Providing the tools for case monitoring 

through the use of a calendar card was one of the primary key 

elements of the model system. The subjective responses show 

overwhelming acceptance of this feature of the model system. 

Narrative comments of the respondents are mixed but generally 

very supportive. 

There were some opinions expressed that calendar cards may 

not be as useful in low volume, tightly controlled case types 

(such as commitment proceedings) as in other types of cases. 

This may be true, but the evaluator feels the tools should be 

left in all procedures at this time. In some areas the use of 

calendar cards was resisted because of calendaring systems 

which were firmly entrenched. The project team still saw a 

usefulness for calendar cards in these instances, but failed to 

secure agreement to a full and objective testing evaluation of 

the calendar card system. 

The fourth area surveyed, notice preparation and 

distribution; the evaluation disclosed that nearly 70% of the 

respondents either said this feature was not applicable or they 
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were already preparing notices in accordance with the model 

system design. In those instances where the "not applicable" 

response was chosen, the explanation was that the judge's 

secretary or some individual other than the clerk's office was 

the one primarily responsible for the preparation of notices. 

Where the "both systems 1" equa response was chosen, it was 

found that notices were already being prepared and distributed 

in the courtroom to t" save 1me 1n the office and postage costs. 

In the fifth area surveyed it was discovered that most of 

the respondents liked the model t sys em procedures for filing 

case papers and found that they were more orderly under the 

model system procedures. 

In the sixth common key element, case file retrieval, the 

majority of respondents favored the new system over 'their old 

system; however, there were over 50% of the responses in the 

"both systems equal" category. Some of the pilot counties 

already had filing systems in place which generally conform to 

the model system, but the 44% favorable response shows that 

some progress was made under the model system in the pilot 

counties. 

Appendix A. Graph 3, deals with questions designed for 

features of one of two specific case types. Some impressions 

can be gained from the data collected in this part of the ' 

evaluation, but the information has a much lower probability of 

accuracy than in the preceding six areas because of the few 

number of responses in each. In area seven, Ereparing 

transcripts from the judgment do~, respondents showed a 100% 

favorable attitude towards the new judgment lien docket system 

and the plastic overlay system of preparing transcripts. 
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In area eight, procedure for processing subsequent 

garnishment actions in civil and small claims cases~ old and 

new responses were even at 43% each. This can be seen from the 

subjective questionnaire comments in this area. One county had 

particular difficulties in adapting the model system procedure 

because of their physical filing arrangement within the 

courthouse and the use of word processing. 

In area nine, bail and bond processing, which is applicable 

to the criminal case type, most of the responses were in the 

"not applicable" or "both systems equal~ area, however, 34% 

responded favorably towards the model system procedure. 

In ar.ea ten, preparation of appearance calendars for 

traffic and non traffic forfeiture cases, 60% seemed to favor 

the model system streamlined procedure of only reflecting on 

the calendar mandatory appearance cases and non-mandatory 

appearance cases in which the defendant had not made a deposit 

by the return date. 

In the eleventh element surveyed, preparing notices for 

non-payment of fine (which is applicable to the traffic and 

ordinance violation case types), a favorable reaction was 

evident because of the plastic overlay system used in 

conjunction with the individual account ledger card to prepare 

the notices on a timely basis. 

In area twelve, opening support account, no useful data was 

reported because all the responses were divided between "both 

systems equal" and "not applicable," therefore the favorability 
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between the old and new systems could not be assessed. 

In the thirteenth and final area surveyed, preparation of 

sentencing forms in criminal, all responses indicated "both 

systems equal." In the evaluator's opinion, preparation of 

sentencing forms was not specifically addressed in the model 

system with a view towards substantial times savings. 

In summary, the overall analysis shows support of the model 

system in the pilot test counties. A few areas of concern for 

future implementation should be addressed as the model system 

documentation is reviewed and training programs designed to 

implement the system. 

2. Objective Bvaluation Analysis 

Only one of the four pilot counties completed an objective 

evaluation of the model system. Reaction to the objective eval-

uation questionnaire was not favorable. Opinions were expressed 

that the information requested was too hard to calculate or 

not available. The time and cost comparisons between the old 

and new systems that were requested in the objective evaluation 

would have been useful if the figures were accurate. However, 

unreliable information could have been very misleading. 

The reason for the low response level on the objective 

evaluation lies in the fact that the pilot counties were in the 
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middle of implementation of the model system and did not have 

the time to make the detailed analysis requested. Also, the 

pilot counties did not have data on such items as forms costs 

since most of the forms designed to support the model system 

were paid for from project funds. Forms costs for testing were 

inflated because they were ordered in small quantities. 

The one objective evaluation which was returned provides 

some useful information. In certain areas it reinforces the 

time-savings benefit of certain model system features. These 

kinds of time savings are consistent with the subjective 

evaluation. 

The one objective evalutibn is attached as Appendix B, 

Part 2. 

3. Forms Evaluation 

The development and administration of an evaluation of the 

forms designed to support the model record keeping system was 

accomplished by the Director of State Courts Office with 

overview of the National Center. 

It was useful to handle the forms evaluation in this way 

for several reasons. First of all, Judy Ness was the key 

person in developing printing specifications and coordinating 

printing of .the forms for the test period in the pilot 

counties; secondly, the continuation of standardized forms 

development and modification of the forms already developed 

will probably center in Judy Ness' office; thirdly, the 
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Director of State Courts Office will undoubtedly work closely 

wit.h any forms committee that results from this project, and 

f~nallYI the kinds of responses that resulted from· the forms 

evaluation were, as anticipated, largely technical problems 

which will be corrected when forms are reordered. 

Forms were the "hands on" nuts and bolts of the record-

keeping project. They were the tangible tools with which the 

clerks worked. Fronl the responses, it appears that all of the 

forms used during the test period were well-accepted. There 

were some suggestions to add some information here and there, 

and there had been some manufacturing problems. (Some mUlti-

part forms were produced with the wrong kind of carbon paper; 

others were glued so that the plies did not align properly.) 

The Director of State Courts Office has all of the forms-

critique information and can make adjustments as necessary to 

support further implementation of the model system and in 

future forms development. 

If forms standardization is continued in Wisconsin courts, 

the potential savings in forms production costs statewide could 

be enormous. Oth~r potential benefits include increased 

clerical efficiency in the preparation and use of forms, 

improved documentation of court cases and better public image 

for the courts. All of these factors lead to inevitable 

productivity improvements in the judicial systems. 
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4. Documentation of Problem Areas 

Project resources were stretched to effect the smoothest 

possible implementation of testing in the pilot counties. 

There were however, some environmental factors that should be 

noted as futher implementation is contemplated in other 

counties. First of all, since the model system dealt primarily 

with the recordkeeping and case processing systems, the overall 

organization of the individual clerk's office was not 

specifically addressed. In some cases it would have been 

beneficial to a more thorough and successful implementation of 

the model system if certain reorganization had occurred prior 

to implementation. Another factor which was not anticipated 

(that may have caused some problems in implementation) concerns 

relationships that had developed over a peri?d of years 

among staff members. The project team could not determine the 

effect of these relationships prior to implementation, but it 

was obvious later that reluctance to change established 

internal relationships was present. 

The activities of the clerk's office also has an effect on 

outside agencies; the model system addresses some demands on 

agencies such as law enforcement agencies, family court 

commissioners, district attorneys and others. Also, the clerk 

of court's relationship with the county board had a substantial 

impact on the funding for changes necessitated by 

implementation of the model system. These outside 
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relationships should be thoroughly assessed and, where problems 

are anticipated, strategies for effective local management can 

be developed. 

Another problem that became apparent during the latter 

stages of training, just prior to implementation of the model 

system in the pilot counties, was some lack of early 

participation by key staff members in the development and 

planning for implementation. 

Briefly, the key to successful implementation of the model 

system can be summed up in five concepts which are: planning, 

perspective, preparation for the change, participation in what 

is changing, and practice with the change until it becomes 

known. 

B. Recommendations for Continuing Evaluation Efforts 

An evaluation effort should continue when other counties 

implement the model system. An objective evaluation should be 

worked out which is not nearly as complex as the objective 

evaluation which was designed for the model system testing. 

The subjective evaluation may identify other key components or 

facets of the model system which should be evaluated and 

compared with the old system. One can be fairly confident that 

forms evaluations will always be forthcoming since any 

complaints users have on forms are the first to be made 

known. 
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The main lesson to be learned from the pilot county 

experience concerns the proper management of change. In those 

counties where the staff members felt team spirit with the 

project team and their managers, a smooth and effective test 

was implemented. Conversely, in those areas where the 

individual staff members were entrenched in a traditional way 

of doing things and were at odds with the model system project, 

this attitude persisted throughout the testing period and was 

reflected in their individual evaluations of model system 

components. On the other hand, there were certain individuals 

who resisted the change initially, but agreed to an objective 

test and, as a result, enthusiastically endorsed the changes 

called for by the model system. 

No matter how logical or rational the model system is, its 

success or failure boils down to implementation by 

individual staff members in the clerk of courts and register 

in probate offices. The reactions of individuals are 

unpredictable, but we do know that most individuals associated 

with the judicial system are very conscientious and want to do 

a good job. Early involvement of the local managers and 

district court administrators and each individual staff member 

is essential. In the model system development, these factors 

were overlooked in some instances because of the rigors 

involved in designing the system. Now that the system is 

designed, future implementation should involve a closer working 

relationship with the individuals who will be involved in the 

counties and with the team appointed to assist the county with 

the transition. 
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III. MODEL RECORDKEEPING SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

The entire recordkeeping project, through the development 

and testing of a model system, has been geared toward 

eventual replication in all counties throughout the state of 

Wisconsin. The overall long-range goal of the project has been 

to develop uniform case processing procedures and standardized 

forms. 

In the data collection phase of the study, it was a 

well-verified assumption that great differences exist among 

courts throughout the state in the way they accomplish case 

processing and recordkeeping functions. Even though all courts 

of the state operate under the same statutes and rules and 

accomplish basically the same results, there has been 

relatively little communication between the counties on the 

means to that end. Some counties evidenced a remarkable degree 

of innovation in management improvement. In fact, many of the 

features of the model system were adapted from current 

practices in Wisconsin courts. Other counties have had all 

they can do to maintain the status quo;no streamlining or 

critical analysis has been accomplished in some courts for over 

100 years. Typically, in these courts there are redundant and 

unnecessary recordkeeping practices, accumulations of all 

records ever created by the court, and poor working conditions 

for the employees. 
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But no matter which category a given county fell into, they 

welcomed the record keeping project's analysis of their 

operations and expressed a desire to learn and a willingness to 

change. Climate for change in Wisconsin courts is ripe; it is 

now time to seize the opportunity and make it work for the long 

term benefit of Wisconsin. 

There are several factors which contribute to the eagerness 

of clerks and court managers to change at this particular 

time. One, there is increasing fiscal pressure on all branches 

of government. Two, there is an expression of public awareness 

that waste and inefficiency in government should be reduced. 

(Courts receive their fair share of the blame for the 

inefficiency.) Three, court managers have been exposed to 

concepts of modern office technology and productivity 

improvement but don't know how to relate new techniques to 

their own operations. Four, clerks of court are strongly 

motivated to do a ·good job. Five, the process of conducting 

and testing this project generated a lot of excitement and 

~omentum for change throughout the state. 

There is no crystal-clear best approach for the imple

mentation of the model record keeping system. There are several 

options available from highly centralized control by the 

Director of States Courts Office to a totally decentralized 

approach in which the documentation is simply made available to 

all counties and they can make of it what they please. Each of 

these extremes would no doubt defeat the purpose of the record-
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keeping project and no successful results could be antici

pated. In exploring the alternative approaches, we have 

developed a proposal which lies in the middle ground and 

calls for a teamwork approach between the Director of State 

Courts Office, district court administrators and the clerks 

of court and staff of the clerks' offices. 

The model system procedures are rather lengthy and detailed 

but represent a straight-forward common-sense approach to court 

case processing and records management. The system 

incorporates many new concepts for record keeping in Wisconsin 

courts which are common in the records management practices of 

industry and oth~r government agencies. There are however, 

several features of the system which are unique to courts 

because of the statutory requirements for certain kinds of 

records and the nature of the courts business. Even though the 

system is tailored for Wisconsin courts, there is a certain 

generic quality about it and it was discovered through the 

testing in pilot sites that a comprehensive working knowledge 

of the system was necessary so that appropriate adapations can 

be made in each county. 

The complexity of implementing the model system lies in the 

need to understand the model system and objectively relate it 

to current procedures so that necessary changes can be 

planned effectively. The important variables in each specific 

county are the size, organization and experience level of 

the staff, the case load and the relationship between the 

clerk's office and other agencies~ It is important to understand 
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what elements that relate to the model system are in place 

already. These would include such things as filing systems and 

equipment, case monitoring systems, accounting systems, etc. 

Implementation Recommendations: 

1. Implementation should occur first in other counties in 
the judicial districts where the system has been 
tested - this includes 2. 4, 7 and 9. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The district court administrator should be 
familiar with the system 

Clerks and staff may be available to help and 
answer questions. 

Counties outside of these districts which want to 
implement the system should be allowed to, as 
resources permit. They should receive support and 
assistance from the district court administrator. 

Support from Director of State Courts coordinator 
and Forms Office. 

Should be required to develop and submit plan for 
task and timing for review and critique by the 
coordinator. 

Once district court administrators become familiar and 
comfortable with the system, they should be encouraged 
to work with volunteer counties in their districts. 

The records retention schedule and disposition 
procedure calls for the development of a Court Records 
Management Committee to oversee records management 
issues and accomplish further needed work on the 
records retention schedules. The committee 
composition is recommended as follows: 

2 Judges designated by the chief judges 

2 Clerks of court designated by the Clerks of 
Court Association; 

1 Representative designed by the Director of 
State Courts 
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5. 

1 

1 

Representative of the State Historical 
Society; 

Representative of the Judicial Conference 
Juvenile Section; , 

2 Representatives of the Registers in Probates 
Association 

1 Qualified Records Manager (CRM preferred) 

The specific duties of the committee shall be to: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Recommend to the Supreme Court when court records 
should be deemed obsolete and useless under the 
provisions of section 59.715 (20) (c). 

Recommend any statutory or rule changes related 
to records management, retention and destruction. 

Establish standards, procedures and techniques 
for effective management of records. 

Designate papers that do not have long term 
retention value for each case type. 

Dev7l~p stan~a:ds ~o ensure the proper and 
eff1c1ent ut1l1zat10n of microfilming services. 

An add~tional recommendation includes establishing a 
subord1nate forms committee to continue the 
development of standardized forms for the trial courts 
started in this project. 

A sizeable agenda has already been laid out for a 
forms committee in developing essential forms which 
were identified as needing revision but could not be 
dealt with in the records project. 

The forms committee should include: 

• Director of State Courts forms coordinator 

• 2 Clerks of court 

• 1 Register in probate 

• 1 Judge 

• 1 Wisconsin <;ourt Inform~tion ey_stem staff member .. 1 District court administrato:: 
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6. 

There are presently several court forms committees 
established. Each of these committees is concerned 
with a specialized area. Their abolition is ~ot 
recommended but each specialized committee should be 
carefully reviewed I ,efforts coordinated and, where 
practical, merged with the forms committee being 
recommended to further the goals of the model system. 

Model Record Project Implementation Tasks 

1. Volunteer counties should make a written request 
for implementation of the model system to the 
Director of State Courts through their District 
Court Admiministrator. 

The letter should contain the following information: 

• 

• 

• 

2. 

When they would like the study phase to begin -
(Implementation should be targeted for 6 months 
following that date) . 

Data about the court operation: 

-. 
Number of judges 

Number and organization of staff 

Staff roster with brief current job 
description of each 

Case load data for each case type for each 
of the last two years 

Rough diagram of the clerks office(s) 

Who, if other than the clerk, should be the 
primary contact in the county? 

Upon receipt of the reques~ the Dire~tor.of State 
Courts Office, records proJect coord~nat~on should 
confirm receipt of the letter ~y phone and explore 
with the clerk such areas as 

• 

• 

Availability of funds and financial ~estraints 
within the county 

Who from the county will be able to work closely 
with the project coordinator on data collection, 
training and implementation. 
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3. 

• 
4. 

5. 

6. 

The specific individuals who will be assisting in the 
requesting county should be identified and contacted. 

Project team leader - ·ini tially the team leader should 
be a member of the Director of State Courts office 
with a working knowledge of the model system. After 
proper training and experience, any district court 
administrator should be able to assume this role. 

Team members: 2. 3 or 4 individuals. They can be 
from the Director of State Courtsis office, district 
court administrators, . clerks or staff in implemented 
counties, staff members from the requesting county. 

One of the team members or the team leader should be 
familiar with the model system accounting procedure. 

The forms coordinator should be advised of the pending 
implementation. 

Coordinate the implementation plan with team members 
and the county. 

• Start date 

• Target dates for interim activities 

• Team member responsibilities 

• Time and cost requirements. 

Document the implementation plan and team task 
assignments. 

Initial meeting on site 

Project team 
Clerk of courts and key staff 
Judges 

6.1 Raview and discussion of implementation plan and 
project tasks. 

6.2 Walk-through and orientation. Meet other staff and 
look at records storage areas . 

6.3 Identify project goals and existing problem areas. 
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7. 

• 

• 

• 

8. 

On-site collection tasks: 

Prior to implementation of the model system it is 
important to collect information on the current 
practices and make observations of current procedures 
and working conditions. 

The information developed from this study will se~ve 
to identify what procedures and equipment are already 
in place which might parallel components of the model 
system, and where the main divergences exist. Also, 
it is hoped that certain technical assistance 
recommendations will be developed from this study 
concerning procedures that can easily be changed or 
eliminated to ease the transition to the model system. 

Procedural flow for each case type: 

The steps involved in processing each case type are 
documented. This process will serve to identify 
unnecessary and redundant steps and will also be used 
to compare present procedures to the model system 
procedures. This should facilitate the training and 
implementation process. 

Document-specific recordkeeping characteristics of 
each case type, e.g., form of index, file, docket, 
minutes, etc. 

Case tracking and monitoring systems should be noted 
as well as at what point cases are indexed and 
retrieved, use of photocopy machines and any other 
relevant procedures which are observed. 

Amplify use of data processing, word processing, and 
microfilm--and potential applications for these 
systems. 

Also review the case-related accounting procedures and 
forms. Pay particular attention to the volume of 
transaction in each area, traffic, filing fees, 
support accounts, etc, for use later in ordering 
supplies and implementing the model one write 
accounting system. 

Collect and review forms currently used in each case 
type. 

This task will identify which forms will be replaced 
by model systems forms or which forms might be 
eli~inated altogether. 
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9. 

10. 

Evaluation of filing equipment and supplies. 

This survey will help to identify what equipment and 
supplies currently on hand can be used in the model 
system and what new equipment and supplies will need 
to be ordered. See Appendix C for equipment and 
supply lists developed to support the model system. 

Facility evaluation 

In t~is task the curr~nt office and storage areas will 
be d~agrammed. The d~agrams will be useful for 
analysis,of working conditions, work flow analysis and 
an overv~ew of the proximity of various staff number 
to each other, office equipment and files. Use later 
as recommendations for changes. 

11. Court records review 

12. 

• 

• 

• 

Assess case load data and trends. Use later for 
forms and file system supply order. 

Annual volume of records in each case type - new 
filing inches needed each year. Use later for 
filing equipment order. 

Average size (thickness) of files. 

e Microfilm program analysis 

Records inventory 

The inventory should comprehensively assess the 
rec~rds holdings of each site, determine the volume of 
act~ve and inactive records by type and location in 
the ~ourt, and assess their age and condition. The 
~ork~ng ske~ch completed prior to undertaking the 
~nv~ntory w~ll help because the room numbers and 
~qu~pment reference numbers will be used on the 
~nv~ntory. For each piece of filing equipment in each 
off~ce or r7c~rds storag7 area record the type of 
~ecord~ (cr~m~nal case f~le, civil docket book) 
~nclus~ve of case numbers--OOl-325, timespan 
c~vered--March 1966-0ctober 1966, format--folded, 
f~les--flat files, postbound book; condition of the 
records--good t f~ir, poor; and an explanatory note fot 
unusual o~s~rvat~ons, ,such as records in extremely 
poor condl~lon. The Inventory should be o~ganized by 
record serIes ~o correspond to the model system 
records retent~on schedule. Later the inventory can 
be used to a~ply the retention schedule to the current 
records holdIngs, and to identify inactive records so 
they can be removed from office areas, etc. 
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13. Prepare technical assistance report to address those 
areas which could be changed to ease the model system 
implementation process. 

• Elimination of unneeded or rGdundant records. 

• Streamlining filing and case processing practices. 

• Microfilm program recommendations. 

14. Plan a session to talk through the technical 
assistance recommendations and possible staff 
reorganization. 

15 .. Implementation planning 

16. 

17. 

18. 

• Develop orders for needed equipment, supplies and 
forms. 

• Develop plan and timetable for training and 
implementation 

Coordinate equipment, supply and forms orders with 
funding source. After approval place orders with 
vendors. 

Prepare site for implementation in accordance with 
technical assistance recommendations. 

• Office arrangement 
• Active and inactive records storage 
• Staff reorganization 

Training 

Training for implementation of the model system will 
really begin with the first site visit and data 
collection activities because these tasks are geared 
towards gathering information for specific application 
to the model system. By the end of this process most 
staff members will have some exposure to the key 
elements of the model system and the rationale behind 
them. 

18.1 The next pha'se of training is self-study. The 
model system is too comprehensive to able to be 
totally taught to court staff members in a 
classroom setting, so each staff member should be 
asked to study the general standards for the case 
processing procedures which apply to their area 
of responsibility and to review the related model 
system forms. 
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19. 

20. 

21. 

DU:ing this self-study phase each individual should 
wr~te down any questions about the model system. 

18.2 The next phase of training is formal training 
con~ucted by the team. These sessions should be 
des~gned to compare and contrast model system 
procedure ~nd current procedures, develop a 
comprehens~ve understanding of the general 
standards and case processing procedures and walk 
through the model system procedure and forms. 

Receive and distribute equipment, supplies and forms. 

Implementation. 
During the fir~t week of implementation team members 
should be on s~te for two or three days to assist 
staff, answer questions and work out problems not 
prev~ously anticipated. 

20.1 Implementation monitoring 

20.2 

Team members should be available by phone for the 
next 4 to 8 weeks to ans~er q~est~ons and help 
work out new problems wh~ch w~ll ~nevitably arise. 

Team members should return in 4 to 8 weeks for 1 
or 2 days to review the progress of the 
implementation court and make suggestions as 
appropriate. 

Af~er 3 to 6 months an,implementation report should be 
wr~tten to document maJor accomplishments of the model 
system, the need for modifications and problems 
encou~tered o~ lessons learned which may benefit other 
countIes. ThIS report should be the product of the 
team, cle:k,of courts, staff members and the district 
court admInIstrator. 

~nitially n? short cuts should be made to the 
~mple~ent~tIon procedure outline above. When two 
countIes In each judicial district have implemented 
the model system and the district court administrators 
~re completely familiar with what is involved, the 
Implementation approach should be reviewed for 
pos~ible revision. The Director of State Courts 
Off~ce ~hoU~d reta~n a central role in coordination 
and monItorIng of Implementation but more of the 
burden should eventually be shifted to the district 
~ourt admin~strators and clerks who have previous 
Irnplernentat~on experience. 
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STATUTE AND RULE CHANGES 

One priority concern throughout the recordkeeping project 

has been to identify needed changes to Wisconsin statutes and 

rules to enable the cour~s to streamline and modernize 

record keeping practices and case processing procedures. 

The following 22 changes were iden~ified and are offered 

for appropriate action by the Director of State Courts Office. 

Only a few changes are anticipated to cause any controversy. 

The majority of the needed changes address unneeded record

keeping requirements or antiquated forms of recordkeeping, such 

.as "books". 

1. Section 59.39(5). This section requires the clerk to keep 

a duplicate copy of "1udgments, orders, or reports in civil 

actions and proceedings which purport to finally dispose of 

an action or proceeding ... " Our investigation showed that 

this record is rarely, if ever. used and represents a 

significant cost to courts to maintain. Our analysis 

indicates that the statewide cost to maintain the record 

exceeds $300,000 annually. The original copy of the 

disposition document should be relied on for future 

reference. 

We recommend that this provision be repealed. 
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2 . . Section 59.39(6). This section requires the clerk to keep 

a duplicate copy of all information and indictments. As 

with the record required by § 59.39(5), this record is 

rarely, if ever, used. Its annual cost to maintain 

approaches $15,000 statewide. 

We recommend that this statute be repealed. 

3. Section 59.39(10). This statute requires the clerk of 

courts to "File. docket, record and keep such other papers, 

books and records as are required by law." It is 

recommended that the reference to "books" be eliminated in 

this section and in all other statutes that pertain to 

record keeping. This will allow courts flexibility in 

determing the ~ of records. 

4 . Section 59.395(1). We recommend the deletion of the 

5. 

6. 

reference to "books" in this section. 

Section 59.395(2). We recommend that the phrase "book or 

books" be deleted and that it be replaced by the word 

"record" . 

Section 59.395(3). We recommend that the phrase "book or 

books" be deleted, and that it be replaced by the word 

"record" . 
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7. Section 59.715(20). This statute proscribes the manner in 

which court records may be destroyed or transferred to the 

Historical Society. It currently sets two basic inflexible 

standards: 

o 

o 

Ten years after disposition or final 
order, the judge or judges of a circuit 
court may declare a record obsolete and 
useless and order it destroyed after 
offer of title to the Historical Society. 

Ten years after final disposition or 
order. a record may be microfilmed and 
ordered destroyed after offer of title to 
the Historical Society. 

Most other non-case-related records have no retention 

standard specified by statute. 

It is our recommendation that this statute be repealed 

and re-enacted to make it the responsibility of the Supreme 

Court to establish retention standards for all court 

records. The requirement that offer of title to the 

Historical Society be made should be retained. either by 

statute or court rule. Arbitrary requirements to retain 

records in paper form for ten years prior to microfilming 

should be avoided. 

8. Section 75.521(4~. The word "book" ~hould be deleted and 

replaced by the word "record". 

9. Section 343.10. The responsibility for issuing temporary 

occupational licenses and maintaining records for temporary 
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occupational licenses should be shifted entirely to the 

Department of Transportation. This is almost entirely a 

ministerial function, requiring an inordinate amount of 

recordkeeping in the clerk of court offices. 

10. Section 345.27(2). This section should be amended to allow 

the clerk of court or judge to enter judgment immediately 

in a traffic forfeiture action and transmit the report of 

conviction to the Department of Transportation, where a 

signed stipulation and deposit is received, rather than 

wait until the court appearance date specified in the 

citation. This will allow for more orderly work flow in 

the recordkeeping process. 

11. Section 345.48(1). This statute should be amended to allow 

reporting of conviction after appeal by the court to the 

Department of Transportation within five working days, 

rather than 48 hours. This will make the reporting 

requirement consistent with § 345.37(5). 

12. New law needed. Provisions in chapter 345 should be 

created to allow the suspension of driving privileges for 

any failure to appear in any traffic forfeiture or crime 

action. regardless of whether the defendant's driver's 

license is in the court's possession. Such a suspension 
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would be indefinite, or until the action is disposed, or 

until bail is posted. 

13. section 753.30(1). The word "books" should be deleted from 

this section. 

14. Section 767.29(1). The word "book" should be deleted from 

this section. 

15. Section 779.80 (3) (a). The phrase "provide a sui table, 

well-bound book" should be deleted and replaced by the 

phrase, "maintain a record." 

16. Section 804.05(7) RULE. This section should be modified to 

expressly provide for the return of unopened depositions 

and depositions not entered in evidence to the litigants. 

Our analysis showed that the majority of depositions are 

not used in trial proceedings. The purging of these 

documents would save considerable space. 

17. Section 806.10 RULE. This section should be modified to 

exclude the requirement that occupation, trade, or 

profession of judgment creditors and debtors be included in 

the judgment docket. That information is rarely available 

and its usefulness is minimal. 
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We would also recommend a provision be added that 

specified that family judgments not be docketed unless the 

judgment provides for the recovery of attorneys' fees or a 

one-time payment of money. 

18. Section 809.15 RULE. We recommend that this rule be 

modifed to require greater participation of attorneys in 

the compilation of the appellate record. Clerks of court 

spend an enormous amount of time compiling a record 

according to Supreme Court requirements, only to have to 

revise or re-compile that record at the request of 

counsel. Clerks of court are not law trained and cannot be 

expected to make decisions regarding the relevant content 

of an appellate record. 

While such a change could have an impact on operations 

in the appellate courts, the Director of State Courts 

should attempt to seek a balanced change that would best 

serve both the trial and appellate courts. 

19. Section 851.72(4). This statute, requiring duplicate 

copies of wills and other documents be made and maintained 

by the register in probate, should be repealed. Our study 

showed that these records are rarely, if ever, used and the 

statewide annual cost to create and maintain them exceeds 

$135.000. 
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20. Section 853.09(2). This section should be amended to allow 

for the immediate microfilming and destruction or return of 

wills deposited for safekeeping. This procedure would be 

more space-efficient for the court, more convenient for the 

depositer. and provide a more secure method of storing the 

information contained in wills. 

21. Section 973.015(1). This section has caused recordkeeping 

difficulties for the clerks of court because the definition 

of expungement is not clear. and the actions which are 

required after an expungement action are interpreted 

differently by various clerks. 

It is recommended that the section be revised to 

include a clear definition of expungement and specify 

required actions by the clerk's office and other agencies. 

22. Paper size. Rule 809.81 requires that papers filed in the 

appellate court must be letter size (8 1/2xlln). This rule 

is in keeping with the trend throughout the country to 

establish a standard paper size. In Wisconsin the idea has 

not become prevalant in the trial courts. Reliance has 

been placed on the authority of the chief judge in each 

judicial district to promulgate a letter size rule under 

Rule 70.20. In the one district where a letter size rule 

was attempted, disaster resulted because of resistance from 

the bar. 
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Wisconsin should adopt a statewide rule requiring the 

use of letter size paper in the trial courts. The savings 

that can be realized from a single paper size standard are 

considerable. Filing equipment and supplies are 

approximately 20% less for letter size. Photocopy costs 

and the costs associated with microfilming can also be 

reduced considerably. 

There are many other cost and space efficiency 

considerations in the paper-size issue, but one of the most 

compelling arguments is the productivity gains that cen be 

realized through a letter size standard. The fact that the 

federal courts will require letter size paper after January 

I, 1983, and approximately 20 states now have letter size 

rules for their trial 90urts, indicate that the time is 

ripe for Wisconsin to deal head-on with issue and move 

towards the adoption of the modern paper size standard. 
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B. (Continued) Comparison of Model System with Old System in Elements Applicable to Specific 
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2. (Jojer which system is it easier to create the iOOex? N/A Dftl 1 2 3 " 5 
3 3 9 3 11 27 

10% 10% .30% 10\ 40% 

3. UOOer which system is it easier to keep track N/A Dftl 1 2 3 4 5 
of the progr.ess of iOOividual cases? 

2 2 1 5 " 15 27 
7% 37% :19' 15\ 56% 

4. UOOer which system is it faster to prepare N/A Dftl 1 2 3 " 5 
am disl:ribut~ notices of scheduled appearances? 18 3 5 3 4 33 

55% 9% 15% 9\ 12% 

5. UOOer which system are case papers IlIOre N/A Dftl 1 2 3 " 5 
orderly am easier to find? 3 1 5 " 16 29 

10% 4% 11% 14% 55% 

6. UOOer which system are case files easier to fiOO? N/A Dftl 1 2 3 " 5 
6 1 8 2 10 27 

22% 4i 30% 7\ 37% 

(SEE GRAPH 3) 

7. Under which system is it faster to prepare o Civil N/A Dftl 1 2 3 " 5 
transcripts fran jt.Xigment am executions? o Small Claims 1 6 7 

14% 86% 

8. Under which system is it faster to open a o Civil N/A Dftl 1 2 3 " 5 
subsequent garnishment action? o Small Claims 3 1 3 7 

43% 14% 43% 

9. UOOer which system is it faster to open a o Criminal N/A Dftl 1 2 3 " 5 
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. 66% ).4, 

10. UOOer which system is it faster to prepare o Traffic N/A Dftl 1 
l 

2 3 4 5 ( 

appearance calendars? o Forfeiture 1 1 1 2 5 
(Non-Tr) 20% 20% 20% 40% 
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11. Urrler which system is it faster to prepare o Traffic N/A DIN 1 2 3 4 5 timely notices on non-payment of fines? o Forfeiture 1 1 3 5 (Non-Tr) 20% 20% 60% 

12. UOOer which system is it faster to open o Family N/A DIN 1 2 3 4 5 a support account? o Paternity 2 2 4 50% 50% 

13. Urder which system is it faster to prepare o Criminal N/A DIN 1 2 3 4 5 sentencing forms? 
4 4 

100% 
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APPENDIX B: Part 1: Case-type consolidated responses and 

comments, subjective evaluation 

Part 2: Objective evaluation 

: i 
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WISCONSIN RECORDKEEPING PROJECT 
CIVIL 

HODEL SYSTEM CIVIL CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS; The purp08e of thi, que.tionnaire i. to find out your opinion of the mode~ syatelll procedures and fonu. All clerk's Itdt working in 
the four 1Il0dei 8y.te~ telt countie. are being a.ked to complete this evaluation form. Your response. will be used to ~dify the .odel .y.te~ and 
will be provided to other counties which are interested in adopting the model syetelA. Please anawer candidly and completely. Circle the response 
on the 1-5 IClie which be.t expresles your opinion. For additional CODIIUents, please check the box under the question. Use the rever.e lide or "0 Itt«ched plge for your co~entl. 

EVlluator: _______ 4 ___ r_e_B __ p_o_n_s __ e_B ____________ _ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
County ; _______ c_o_n __ s_o_1_i_d_a __ t_e_d ____ ___ 

A. General U.efuinesl of the Written Procedure. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date: __________________________ _ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. How well do the mod~l syate. written procedures 

cover all the badc records proceuing atepa 
involved in civil casea? 

[] Commenta (reverse .id~ or 10 Ittached Plge) 

2. Do you think that the .~el oyatea written 
procedures will help in trlining new e~ployeea? 

. 0 COD1:!lenta (revene' aide ar 10 Ittlched Plge) 

J. Are the lIIodel 8yste. procedurel clearly 
written and eaay to underatand? 

[] Collllllent" (revene r .,:., 0"- an nached page) 

B. Compari80n of the Hodel System ~~~_tbe Old Syate. 

I. Unde~ which 9yllte~ will it take Ie •• time to open 
a new case? 

[] Comment. (reverse aide or 8n attached page) 

2. Under which .yatem i. it eaaier to crellt~ the index? 

[] Commenta (reverae aide or an Itt~ched page) 

3. Under which ayatelll i. it ea.ler to keep track 
of the progrems of individulII ca.ear 

[J Comment. (reverae side or an attached page) 

4. Under which .y8te~ i. it fastEr to prepare 
and diatribute notices of scheduled appearancea? 
(J COlllmenta (reverse side or an Ittached page) 

Doesn't cover 
lIIany ateps 

Will help 
a lot 

(3) 

Very Clear 
I 

(3) 

Not 
Applicable (NIl.) 

NIl. 

NIl. 

NIl. 

NIl. 

(2) 

2 

2 

2 

Covers aOllle 
etepll 

J 
(1) 

Will be of 
some help 

J 
(1) 

Hoderately 
clelr 

] 

(1) 

Don't Old 
Know (DIN) Syate .. 

DIH 

DIN 

(1) 

DIN 

DIN 

4 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Coven all 
atepa 

s 
(2) 

Will be of 
little help 

S 

Unclelr 
S 

Both 
Syatoi!III8 
Egual 

J 
(1) 

] 4 

(1) 

J 4 

(1) 

J 4 

4 

(1) 

New 
System 

oS 

(3) 

5 

(2) 

5 

(3) 

5 

(1) 

fy 
( 
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Hodel System Caae Proceasing Procedures Evaluation CIVIL - 2 

County: ____________ ___ 

Both 
Not Don't Old Sy.tem. New 
Applicable (N/A) know (DIN) Syatem Equal Syatell 

5. Under which system ia it faater to prepare NIA DIN ~ 2 3 4 5 
transcripts from judgment snd executions? 

0 Comm~ats (reverIe aide or an attached page) (1) (3) 
6. Under which 5ystell i. it fa.ter to open a NIA DIN 2 3 4 5 

8ubaequent sarniahment action? 

0 Commenta (reverae aide or an attached roage) (1) (1) (2) 

7. Under which sy.tell are caae papers more NIA DIN 2 3 4 5 
orderly and euier to find? 

0 Comments (reverae aide or an attached page) (1) (3) 
B. Under which ay.t~1I are ca"e filea ea.ier to find? MIA DIN 2 3 4 5 

0 Comment. (reverse aide or an attached j>sge) (1) (3) 

Have any feature. of the model .yate. made your work more efficient or eaoier? Which are they? How do they help? (If more apace i. needed, u.e 
the reverse side or an attached page.) 

Do any features of the model ayate. cause you unneceuary work or hinder your work in any way? Which are they? Deacribe these proble... (If more 
space is needed, uoe the reverse .ide or an attached page.) 

I J J I } 1 ) ] J 1 

;, 
l 
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SHALL CLADiS 

WISCONSIN AECORDKEEPING PROJECT 
HODEL SYSTEH SHALL CLAIHS CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCT10NS: The purpole of this queationnaire ia to find out your opinion of the model oyatem procedurea and forma. All clerk's at.ff working in 
the four model aystem teat countiea are being asked to complete thi. evaluation form. Your reaponse. will be uaed to modify the model Iy.tem and 
will be provided to other counties which are intereated in adopting the model system. Please answer candidly and completely. Circle the reaponae 
on the 1-5 Icale which be.t expre.sea your opinion. For additional comments, please check the box under the queltion. Use the reverse side or an 
attached page for your comaent •• 

Evaluator: 3 responses 

A. General Uaefulne •• of the Written Procedureo 

1. How well do the model syatea written procedures 
cover all the baaic recorda procel.ing steps 
involved in small claim. ca.e.? 

[] Commentc (reverse _ide or an attached page) 

2. Do you think that the mOdel syatem writlen 
procedures will help in training new employees? 

[] Comaenta (reverae ,ide or an attached page) 

J. Are the model ay.tea procedure. clearly 
written a~d ea8Y to underatand? 

[J Comment. (reverae .ide or an attached page) 

B. Comparison of the Model Syatem with the Old Systelll 

1. Under which Iy.tem will it take leas time to open 
a new case? 

[] Comment. (reverse aide or an attached page) 

2. Under which system is it easier to create the index? 

[] Comments (reverse aide or an attached page) 

J. Under which system is it easier to keep track 
of the progres8 of individual case.? 

[] Co~ent8 (reverse aide or an attached page) 

4. Und~r which »Yltem is it faster to prepare 
and distribute notices of scheduled appearances? 

o COlllllent. (reverse side or an attached page) 

County: __ ~C~Q~n~S~Q~l~i~d~a~t~e~d~ ______ __ Date: 

Doesn't cover 
aIIny stef_a __ 

1 2 

Will help 
a lot 

I 
(2) 

Very Clear 
I 

2 

2 

Covera 1 OllIe 
lit el!. 

J 4 

(1) (2) 

Wi 11 be of 
some hell! 

J 4 

(1) 
Hoderate ly 
clear 

J 4 

(1) (1) (1) 

Hot 
~plicable (N/A) 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

(1) 

Don't 
!now (D/N) 

D/N 

DIN 

DIN 

DIN 

Old 
~yatem 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

2 

2 

2 

Covers all 
atel!_ 

5 

Will be of 

2 

little hell! 
S 

Unclear 
5 

Both 
Systelll8 

~~ 

J 

J 

(1) 
J 

J 

4 

(1) 

4 

4 

4 

(1) 

New 
~y.telll 

5 

(1) 

5 

(1) 

5 

(3) 

5 

I 

~ 



- ----

Hodel System Caae Processing Procedures Evaluation SHALL CLAnts - 2 

County: ____________ ___ 

80th 
Not Don't Old Systems Hell 
Applicable (N/A) Xnoll (D/tl) ~ystem g~ Syltelll 

5. Under IIhich system i. it faBter to prepare HIA D/H 2 3 " 5 
tranBcript8 from judgment and executional 

0 Commenta (reverie .ide or an attached page) (3) 

6. Under which 8ystelll i. it faater to open a H/A DIN 2 3 4 5 
subaequent garnishment action? 

0 Comment a (reverse aide or an attached page) (2) (1) 

7. Under which lIyateAl are case papen more H/A DIN 1 2 3 4 5 
orderly and easier to find? 

0 Comments (reverse "ide or an attached page) (2) (3) 

8. Under which systeg are case filea easier to find? H/A nlN 1 2 ) 4 5 

0 Comments (reverse side or an attached page) (1) (1) (1) 

Have any features of the model systeM lIIade your work more efficient or easier? ~hich are they? How do they helE! (If lIIore apace i. Deeded, use 
the reveise aide or an attached page.) 

Do any features of the godel system csuse you unnecessary work or hinder your work in sny way? Which are they? Describe these probl~!!. (If lIIore 
space ia needed, use the reverse side or an sttached page.) 

j 1 j I J 1 J 1 1 I 

i 

I, 

.~ 
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FAMILY 

WISCONSIN RECORDKEEPING PROJECT 
HODEL SYSTEH FAMILY CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpoae of thia queationnaire i. to find out your opinion of the modp.l syatem procedurel and foraa. All clerk'a ataff working in 
the four model ayatem teat counties are being aaked to complete this eva lust ion form. Your reaponaea will be uaed to modify the model .yatem and 
will be provided to other countiea which are intereated in adopting the modet system. PleBae anawer candidly and completely. Circle the responae 
on the 1-5 acale which beat expreaaes your opinion. For additional comments, ples8e check the box under the queation. Use the reverae aide or an 
attached page for your co~ent8. 

2 responses 

A. General Uaefulneaa of the Written Procedurea 

1. How well do the model .ystem written procedures 
cover all the ba.ic recorda proce.aiog stepa 
involved in family casee1 

[] Commente (reverse aide o~ an attached page) 

2. Do you think that the model syatem written 
procedures will help in training new employeea? 

[] Commenta (reverae aide or an attached page) 

3. Are the model ayatem proc~durea clearly 
written and eaay to underatandl 

[] Comments (rever.e .ide or an attached page) 

B. Comparison of the Hodel Sl!~em with the Old Slatem 

1 •. Under which system will it take lea. time to open 
a new casel 

[] COlIWQenta (reverse aide or an attached 'page) 

2. Under which systelll i. it eaaier to create the index1 

[] ColIWQents (reverse .ide or an attached page) 

3. Under which system i. it eaaier to keep track 
of the progress of individual caaea1 

[] Comments (rever8e aide or an attached page) 

4. Under which syatem ia it faater to prepare 
and di.tribute notices of scheduled appearances? 

o COll'l1lenta (reverse aide or an sttached page) 

County: ___ C_o_n_s_o_1_i_rl_a_t_e_rl ___ _ Date: 

Doean't cover Covera COlI!e Cover. all 
manl 8te~8 .te~a .te~a 

1 2 3 4 5 

(1) (1) 

Will help Will be of Will be of 
a lot some hell! litt Ie he l~ 

1 2 3 4 5 
(1) 

Hodentely 
Ve!I Clear clear Unclear 

1 2 3 4 --5-
(1) (1) 

Both 
Not Don't Old Systema 
A~~licable (N/A) Know (O/N) 5letem Egual 

N/A O/N 2 3 

(1) 

"/A 0/11 2 J 

(1) 

N/A D/N 2 3 

N/A D/N 2 J 

(2) 

New 
Slstem 

4 5 

(1) 

4 5 

(1) 

4 5 

(1) (1) 

4 5 

,if 

t 
U 
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Hodel System Csse Processing Procedures Evaluation 

5. Under which sy.tem i. it faster to open a 
support account? 

(] Comments (reverie aide or an attached page) 

6. Under which sYltem are case papers lIIore 
orderly and eaaier to find? 

(] Comments ( reverse aide or an attached page) 

7. Under which syste .. are csse filea eader to find? 

(] Comment a (reverse 0 ide or all attached page) 

Not Don't 
Applicable (N/A) ~now (D/N) 

N/A D/N 

(1) 
N/A D/II 

N/A D/N 

FAMILY - 2 

County: 

Both 
Old Systems New 
~Y8tem Equal System 

2 3 4 5 

(1) 
2 J 4 5 

(1) (1) 

2 J 4 5 

(1) (1) 

liave any features of the 1II0dei Iyate .. made your work more efficient or easier? ~hich are they? How do thpy help? (If lIIore apace il needed, ule 
the reverse side or an attached page.) 

00 any feoturea of the model system cause you unnecessary work or hinder your work in any way? Which are they! Delcribe theoe proble.... (If lIIore 
space is needed, uae the reverse aide or an attach~d page.) 

J J J j J } 

! 
I 
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PATERNITY 

WISCONSIN RECORDKEEPING PROJECT 
HODEL SYSTEH PATERNITY CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpole of thiD queat ionnaire ia to find out your opi, nion of the mode I IYlte .. procedures and fonas. All clerk's I.taff working. in 
the four model .yatelll teat countiel are being aaked to complete thil evaluation form. Your responsea will be used to modify the model By.tem and: 
will be provided to other counties which are intereated in adopting the model system. Please Bnawer candidly and cOlllpIetely. Circle the reaponSBe 
on the 1-5 acale which belt expreusee your opinion. For additional commenta, please check the box under the que.tion. Use the rever.e aide or aDn 
attached page for your commentl. 

Evaluator: 2 responses 

A. General Uaefulneaa of tbe Written Procedurea 

1. How well do the ROdel ay.telll written procedurea 
cover all the ba.ic ~ecords proces8ing steps 
involved in paternity cases? 

[] Commentl (rever.e .ide or an attached page) 

2. 00 you think that the .adel Iy.tem written 
procedures will help in training new employees? 

[] Comments (reverIe aide or an attached page) 

3. Are the model aYltea procedure. clearly 
written and ealY to underatand? 

[] Comment. (rever.e .ide or an .ttached page) 

B. COlIIl!arilon of the Hodel SYltea with the Old S)!ltem 

1. Under which IYltea will it take leal time to open 
a new case? 

[] COlllllents (revel·.e side or an attached page) 

2. Under which ayatea is it easier to create the index? 

o COllllllenta (reverse aide or an attached pBge) 

3. Under which system i. it easier to keep track 
of the progrees of individual cales? 

[] Commentm (reverie aide or an att.ched page) 

4. Under which Iyate" ia it faater to prepare 
alld distrihlJte not lees of scheduled appearancea? 

[] Comments (reverse oide or an attached page) 

County: ___ C_o_n_s_o_1_i_d_B_t_e_d ___ _ Date: __________________ __ 

Doesn't cover Covera I OllIe Covera all 
lIIan)! atel!a stel!_ .tel!' 

I 2 J 4 5 

(1) 

Will help Will be of Will be of 
a lot I ollie hell! liule hell! 

1 2 J 4 5 
(1) (1) 

Hoderately 
Ve!! Clear clear Unclear 

1 2 J 4 5 

(1) (1) 

Both 
Not Don't Old Syatemll New 
Al!l!licable (N/A) Know (D/tl) S)!stem !;!I!!!.L Syatea 

NIA DIN 2 J 4 5 

(1) (1) 

NIA DIN 2 J 4 5 

(1) (1) 

NIA DIN 2 3 4 5 

(1) (1) 

NIA DIN 2 3 4 5 

(2) 

---------------------------"------~----~-~- .......... ~---~--.... "--------~-~ -.~---~.---.-
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Hodel Sy8te~ Case Processing Procedures Evaluation 

5. Under which sYltem ia it faster to open a 
support account? 

[] Comments (reverae aide or an mttached page) 

6. Under which system are ca.e paper. more 
orderly and easier to find? 

[] Commente (reverie .ide or an attached page) 

7. Under which syatem ere caae filea easier to find? 

rJ Comment. (reverse aide or an attached page) 

Hot 
Applicable 

HIA 

(1) 

NIA 

NIA 

Don't Old 
(H/A) Know (D/H) ~atem 

DIH 2 

DIH I 2 

DIN 2 

PATERNITY - 2 

County: ____________ __ 

80th 
System8 New 
Egua I System 

3 4 5 

(1) 

3 4 5 

(1) (1) 

3 4 5 

(1) (1) 

Have any featurea of the model .y.tea made your work more efficient or easier? Which are they? How do they help? (If more Ipace i. needed, ule 
the reverse side or an attached page.) 

Do any featurea of the Qodel ayate. cause you unneceaaary work or hinder your work in any way? Which are they? Delcribe these proble... (If .ore 
space is needed, use the reverse aide or an attached page.) 

1 J I j f J J j 

------_ ...... ------

J 
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WISCONSIN RECORDKEEPING PROJECT 
HODEL SYSTEM CRIHINAL CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

(Criminal Traffic, Misdemeanor, and Felony) 

CRIHIKAL 

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpo.e of thi. que.tionn.ire i. to find out your opinion of the Dodel .y.teD procedurea .nd fo~.. All clerk' •• t.ff working in 
the four Dodel ay.tem teat countie •• re being •• ked to ca.pIete thi. evaluation form. Your reapon.e. will be u.ed to modify the model .y.tem and 
will be provided to other counties which are intere.ted in adopting the model syatem. Pleaae answer candidly .nd cocpletely. Circle the response 
on the 1-5 scale which be,t expre •• es your opinion. For additional comments, please check the bo. under the question. U.e the reverse .ide or .n 
attached page for your ca..ent •• 

Ev.luator: _____ 4 ___ r_e_s_p_D_n __ s_e_s ____________ __ 

A. General U.efulne •• of the Written Procedure. 

I. HOIl well do the model .yatea written procedure. 
cover all the baoic record. procee.ina atep. 
involved in cri.inal ca.e.f 

[] ~ent. (rever.e .ide or .n .ttached page) 

2. Do you think th.t the .adel .y.tea written 
procedure. will help in'training new employee.? 

[] Com.ent. (rever.e .ide or an .ttached p.ge) 

J. Are the model .y.tea procedure. clearly 
written and ea.y to under.tand? 

[] Co~ent. (rever.e .ide or an .tt.ched page) 

n. Compari.on of the Hodel Sy.te. with the Old By.tem 

I. Under which .y.tem will it t.ke les. ti~e to open 
a new case7 

[J Comment. (~everBe .ide or an attached pege) 

2. Under which sy.teq is it ea.ier to create the index? 

[] Comment. (rever.e .ide or an attached page) 

J. Under which .y.tes i. it ea.ier to keep track 
of the progre •• of individ"al c •• e.l 

[] Comment. (reverIe .ide or an attached page) 

4. Under which .y.teDl i. it faster to prepare 
'and diatribute notices of scheduled appearances7 

(] Comment. (reverce .ide or an attached psge) 

County: __ C_D_n_S_D_1_i_d_a_t_e_d ____ __ D.te: __________________ __ 

Doe.n't cnver Coven lace Cover. all 
manl steeB Itee' .tee· 

I 2 J 4 5 

(1) (2) (1) 

Will help Will be of Will be of 
• lot ,Ode hele little hell! 

I 2 J 4 5 

(1) (2) (1) 

Moderately 
Yea Clear clear Unc lear 

1 2 J 4 5 

(2) (2) 

Both 
Not Dnn't Old Sy.tema New 
Al!l!licable (N/A) KnOll (DIN) Sy.teDl E!lual Sy.tea 

NIA DIN 2 J 

(1) (1) 

NIA DIN 2 J 

N/A DIN 2 J 

(1) 

N/A DIN 2 J 

(1) (2) 

-~---

4 

4 

4 

(1) 

4 

5 

(2) 

5 

(4) 

5 

(2) 

5 

(1) 
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Hodel System Caae Proces~ing Procedures Evaluation 

5. Under which aystem i. it fa.ter to prepare 
sentencing formH? 

[] Co~ent. (revetae lide or an attached plge) 

6. Under which IIYlte. il it faater to 
proceas bail and bond? 

[] Commenta (rever.e aide or an attached page) 

7. Under which aystem are case paper. aore 
orderly and easier to find? 

[] Comment. (reverae .. ide or an attached page) 

8. Under which lIy.te. are caae filea ea.ier to find? 

[] Commenta (reverae side or an attached page) 

Not 
~cable (H/A) 

NIA 

H/A 

NIA 

N/A 

Don't 
Know (D/H) 

DIN 

DIN 

(1) 

DIN 

D/H 

Old 
SYlltem 

I 

I 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Both 
Sy.tellla 
Equal 

l 

(4) 

l 

(2) 

l 

(1) 

l 

(2) 

4 

4 

(1) 

4 

(1) 

4 

ClIIHIHAL - 2 

County: _________ . 

New 
Sy,tea 

5 

5 

5 

(2) 

5 

(2) 

Have any feature; of the model aystea .ade your work more efficient or eaoier? Which are they? ~GW do they help? (If more apace i. needed, use 
the reverse side or an attached page.) 

Do any feature~ of the model .Yltem cau.e you unneceslsry wOLK or hinder your work in any way1 Which are they? Delcribe these proble... (If .ore 
space i. needed, use the reverie aide or an attached page.) 

J J 1 1 J 1 J J ) J .J 

J 
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TRAFFIC (Forfeiture) 

WISCONSIN RBOORDKEEPING PROJECT 
HODEL SYSTEH TRAFFIC (Forfeiture) CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpose of thil questionnaire h to find out your opinion of the .. Odel lIystelll procedurea and fonllll. All clerk's staff working in 
the four model .yatem teat countiea are being aaked to complete this evaluation fo~. Your reapon.e. will be u.ed to modify the Dlodel .Jatem and 
will be provided to other countie. which are interested in adopting the mollel system. Ple8le dn.wer candidly and completely. Circle the response 
on the 1-5 scale which best expreaaea your opinion. FOf additionat commenta, pleaoe check the box under the queation. Use the reverae aide or an 
attached page for your comment •• 

Evaluator: 3 respoDses 

A. general Uaefulne •• of the Written Procedure. 

1. How well de the .adel .y.tea written procedures 
cover .11 the ba.ic recorda processing stepe 
involved in traffic case.? 

[] C~ent. (reverae aide or aD attached page) 

2. Do you think that the .adel ayatea written 
procedures will help in training new employees? 

[] Comment. (reverse side or an attached page) 

3. Are the aOdel aystea procedurea clearly 
written and ea.y to under.tand? 

[] Comments (rever.e .ide or an attached page) 

B. Coml!ariaon of the Hodel Syatelll with the Old S;tstelll 

I. Under which ayatelll viiI it take Ie •• time to open 
a new c.se? 

[] Commente (reverse side or an attached page) 

2. Under which a~.telll i. it e.aier to create the index? 

[] Comment. (reverIe aide or an attached page) 

3. Under which cYlteDl i. it ea.ier to keep track 
of the progre •• of individual cases? 

[J Comment. (rever.e .ide or an attac~ed page) 

4. Under which syate. ia it faater to prepare 
and distribute notices of scheduled appearances1 

[J Comments (reverae .ide or an attached page) 

County : ___ Cc:..o;:..n=s.::.o..::l.::.i.::.d.::.a:..;t:..;e:..;d~ __ _ Date: 

Doesn't cover 
man;t ste~s 

I 

Will help 

! lot 
I 

(1) 

Ve~ Clesr 
1 

(1) 

Not 
!pplicable (N/A) 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

N/A 

(1) 

Covera sa.e 
ate!!. 

2 3 4 

(1) 

Will be of 
'O<Ie hell! 

2 3 4 

(1) (1) 
Moderate ly 
clear 

2 3 4 

(1) (1) 

Don't 
Know (DIN) 

Old 
System 

DIN 

DIH 

(1) 

DIN 

(1) 

DIN 

(1) 

Coven all 
.tepa· 

5 

(2) 

Will be of 
litt Ie he.!£ 

5 

2 

Unclear 
5 

Both 
Syatel118 
Equal 

3 

(1) 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

(1) 

4 

4 

(1) 

(1) 

4 

New 
SysteD! 

5 

(2) 

(1) 

5 

(1) 

5 

~ I 
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Hodel System Case Proceuing Procedures Evaluation TRAFFIC (Forfeiture) - 2 

County: 

Both 
Hot Don't Old Syatems Hew 
Applicable (N/A) know (D/H) SYlltem ~ ~yste. 

5. Under which ay.teM ia it faater to prepare H/A DIN 2 J 4 5 
appearance calendars? 

0 Comments (reverse side or In attached page) (1) (1) (1) 

6. Under which ayate. il it faater to prepare NIA DIN 2 J 4 5 
timely noticea on non-payment of finea? 

0 Commenta (reverie aide or an attached page) (1) (1) 

7. Under which BYltelll ere case papen _ore HIA DIN 2 J 4 5 
orderly and eaaier to find? 

0 Commenta (rever.e side or In attached page) (1) (1) (1) 

B. Under which .yate. are case filel ellier to find? NIA DIN 2 J 4 5 

0 Comments (reverse aide or 10 attached palle) (1) (2) 

Have any feature. of the _odel ay.tea .. de your work more efficient or eaBier? ~hich are they? How do they help? (If acre apace i. needed, u.e 
the reverse .ide or an attached page.) 

00 any features of the model systeM c.u.e you unnecessary work or hinder your work in any way? Which are they? ~escribe theBe proble_.. (If DOre 
space i. needed, uae the revene aide or an attached page.) 

1 J 1 J J 1 J 1 j J ] 
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NOlf-TRAFFIC ORDINANCE VIOLATION 
WISCONSIN RECORDKEEPING PROJECT 

HODEL SYSTEM NON-TRAFFIC ORDINANCE VIOLATION CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpose of this queltionnaire i. to find out your opinion of the ~odel oyete. procedure. and for... All clerk'i ataff working in 
the four .adel .ystem teat countiea are being aaked to complete thia evaluation fon.. Your responlci will be uscd to modify the model 8y.tem and 
will be provided to other counties which are intereated in adopting the model system. Please answer candidly and completely. Circle the relponse 
on the 1-5 acale which belt expresses your opinion. For additional Commentl, please check the box under the question. Use the reverie .ide or an att8ched page for your comments. 

3 responses Evaluator: ________________________ . ______ _ 

- - - - - - - - - - - -
A. General Uaefulneu of. the Written Procedurea 

I. How well do the model ayste. written procedures 
cover all the badc recordll procening .teplI 
involved in non-traffic forfeiture ca.eat 

(] Commentl (reverse lide or an attached page) 

2. Do you think that the llIQ!iel .yate. written 
procedure. will help in training new employees? 

[] Comment. (reverse aide or an attached page) 

3., Are the .odel 'Ylltem procedure. clearly 
written and easy to understand? 

[] Comment. (reverae aide or an attached page) 

B. Comparieon of the Hodel Sl::stem with the Old Sl::stem 

1. Under which system will i( take lea. time to open 
a new case? 

(] COlllJlents (rever.e side or an attached page) 

2. Under which .yatem i. it easier to create the index? 

(] Comment~ (reverIe aide or an attached page) 

3. Under which Bystcm i. it ea8ier to keep track 
of the progresB of individual casea? 

(] COlllJlents (reverse aide or an attached psge) 

4. Under which sYBtem i8 it faster to prepare 
and distribute noticell of scheduled appearance,? 

[] Co~.entl (reverse side or an attached page) 

Consolidated County : __________________________ __ 

- - - - - - - - - -

Doesn't cover Covers 801De 
manl:: ste(!8 Ite(!8 

I 2 ] 

(1) 
Will help Will be of 
a lot 80lle hel(! 

I 2 J 

(1) (1) (1) 
Moderately 

Ve!:1 Clear clear 
1 2 ] 

(1) (1) (1) 

Not Don't Old 
A(!(!licabIE (N/A) ~now (DIN) Sl::stelll 

HIA DIN 

(2) 

HIA DIN 

(1) 

NIA DIN 

HIA DIN 

(1) 

Date: ________________________ __ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Cover. all 

4 
Ite(!, 

5 

(1) (1) 

Wi 11 be of 
little hell! 

4 5 

4 
Unclear 
---r-

Both 
Systems New 
~ Sl::stem 

2 3 4 5 

(1) 

2 3 4 5 

(1) (1) 
2 3 4 5 

(1) (2) 

2 3 4 5 

(1) (1) 
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Hodel System Case ProceAsing Procedures Evaluation 

5. Under which system i. it faster to prepare 
timely notices on non-payment of finea? 

'[] Comment. (reverae aide or an ~ttached page) 

6. Under which syatem ia it fa.ter to prepare 
appearance calendar.? 

(] Comment. (rever.e .ide or an attached page) 

1. Under which ay.te. are case papera more 
onjerly and eSlier to findl 

[] Commente (rever.e side or sn attached page) 

8. Under which syste. are case filea eaaier to findl 

[] Comment. (reverse .ide or an attached page) 

Not 
~plicable 

NIl. 

(1) 
NIl. 

(1) 
NIl. 

NIl. 

Don't Old 
(11110) Know (0111) Systelll 

DIN 2 

DIN 2 

DIN 2 

DIN 2 

NON-TRAFF~C ORDINANCE VIOLATION -. 2 

County: 

Both 
Syatems lIew 
Equat System 

] 4 5 

(2) 
] 4 5 

(1) (1) 
] 4 5 

(3) 

] 4 5 

(1) (2) 

Have any feature. of the model sy.tem .ade your work more efficient or easier1 ~hich are they? How do they help1 (If more .pace i. needed, uae 
the reverse side or an attached page.) 

Do any features of the model system cause you unnece8sary work or hinder your work in any wayl Which are they1 Delcribe these proble... ({f more 
space is needed, use the reverae aide or an attached page.) 

J 1 ,f J J ) 1 J J J j 
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WISCONSIN RECORDKEEPING PROJECT 
HODEL SYSTEH PROBATE (Estates) CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpose of this questionnaire i. to find out your opinion of the model system procedures and formn. All clerk'a staff working in 
the four model Iyste. teat countieG are being aaked to complete this evaluation form. ¥our responses will be used to modify the model ayatem and 
will be provided to other counties which are intereated in adopting the model aY8tem. Please answer candidly and completely. Circle the response 
on the 1-5 scale which belt expre8sel your opinion. For additional comments, please check the box under the queation. Use the reverse aide or an attached page for your comments. 

Ev~lu .. tor; _____ 3 ___ r_e_s_p_o_n __ s_e_s ____________ ___ Consolidated Cou~ty: __________________________ __ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - -
A. General Usefulnela of tbe Written Procedurea 

1. lIow well do the lIIOde! syate. widtten procedurea 
cover all the basic record8 proceasing ItepI 
involved in eltate ca.ea? 

[J Commenta (reverIe side or an attached page) 

2. Do you think that the aodel .,.tem written 
procedurea will help in training new employees? 

[J Commenta (reverae lide or an Ittached page) 

3. Are the aodel IYltem procedures clearly 
written and ealY to understand? 

[J Commentl (rever.e side or an attached page) 

Doesn't cover 
msnl atee' 

1 

Will help 
a lot 

1 

(3) 

Verr Clear 
1 

(2) 

Not 

Cover. lome 

2 
stees 

3 

Will be of 
lIome hele 

2 3 

Hoderate ly 
clear 

2 3 

(1) 

Don't Old 

Date: ________________________ __ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Coverl all 

4 
ateel 

5 

(1) (2) 

Will be of 
litt Ie hele 

4 5 

Unclear 
4 5 

Both 
Systema New Aeelicsble (N/A) Know (DIN) Slatelll ~ Syatem 

B. Comparison of the Hodel System with the Old System 

I. Under which 'Yltem will it take less ti.e to open 
a new case? 

[J Comments (reverse aide or an attached page) 

2. Under which system i8 it easier to create the index? 

[J Comments (reverie aide or an attached page) 

J. Under which sYltem il it easier to keep trIck 
of the progres8 of individual caaea1 

[] Comments (reverse side or an attached page) 

4. Under which system i. it faster to prepare 
and distribute notice. of 8cheduled appearancea? 

[J Commenta (reverse side or an attached page) 

NIA DIN 

(1) 

NIA DIN 

NIA DIN 

NIA DIN 

(2) 

2 3 4 5 

(1) (1) 

2 3 4 

(3) 

2 3 4 5 

(1) (1) (1) 
2 3 4 5 

(1) 
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Hodel System Case Procesaing Procedures EVllluation PRC!lATE (Eltltea) - 2 

County: 

80th 
Not Don't Old Sy.tellli New 
Applicsble (N/A) Know (DIN) System !~ ~y.telll 

5. Under which aYltelll are cSle paper • .ore MIA DIN 2 J 4 5 
orderly and easier to find? 

0 Comnentl (~everae lide or an attlched page) (1) (1) (1) 

6. Under which .yate. are cale files eader to find1 MIA DIN 2 J 4 5 

0 Comqentl (reverae dde or an attached page) (2) (1) 

Have any featurel of the model Iy.telll made your work more efficient or easier? Which are they? How do they help1 (If more Ipace is needed, ule 
the reve.ae aide or an attlched page.) 

Do any feature. of the model Iystelll cauae you unnecealary work or hinder your w~rk in any way? Which are they1 Describe these proble... (If more 
space is needed, ule the rever~e lide or an attached page.) 

J f J J J j J ] J J ] ] . 

,----~ -----------~------------------- ----
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ADOPTION 

WISCOIISIN RECORDKEEPING PROJECT 
HODEL SYSTEH ADOPTION CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpoae of thia queationnaire is to find out your opinion of the Qodel ayatem procedures and forma. All clerk's ataff working in 
the four .adel ayate. teat counties are being aaked to complete thia evaluation form. Your responaes will be uaed to Bodify the Bodel ayate. and 
will be provided to other countiea which are interested in adopting the model system. PleDae anawer candidly and c~mpletely. Circle the response 
on the 1-5 scale which beat exprelses your opinion. For additional comments, please check the box under the queation. Use the reverse aide or an 
attached page for your commenta. 

Evaluator: 2 responses 

A. General Uaefulneaa of the Written Procedurea 

1. How well do the BOdel system written procedure a 
cover all the basic recorda proce .. ing atepa 
involved in· adoption ca.es? 

[] Comment. (reverae aide or an attached page) 

2. Do you think that the aodel aYltem written 
procedurea will help in training new employees? 

[] Commentl (reverie aide or an attlched page) 

3. A~e the aodel .y.tea procedurel clearly 
written and eaay to understand? 

[] Commentl (reverae aide or an attached page) 

B. ~omparilon of the Hodel System with the Old Syatem 

I. Under which ayltea will it take lei. tillle to open 
a new caae? 

[] Comments (reverse aide or an ~ttached page) 

2. Under which ayatea ia it essier to create the index? 

[] Commenta (reverse aide or an attached page) 

J. Under which syatea ia it easier to keep track 
of the progress of individual ca.es? 

[] Commenta (reverie side or an attached page) 

4. Under which syatem in it fsster to prepare 
and distribute not ieee of .chedu led appearances? 

[] Comm~nta (reverie aide or an attached page) 

County : ___ -C....."o'-'n..,s"-'o"-'1~i"'d'"'a~t_'=e""d'__ __ _ Date: ________________________ __ 

Doesn't cover Coverl 80me Covera all 
•• n~ ste~s steps ste~. 

1 2 J 4 s 

(1) (1) 
Will help Wi 11 be of Will be of 
a lot sOllie hel~ Httle hel~ 

1 2 J 4 s 
(1) (1) 

Hoderate ly 
VCD! Clear clear Unclear 

1 2 3 4 5 

(1) (1) 

1I0th 
Not Don't 010 Syate.s New 
Ap~licable (N/A) Know (D/N) ~ystelll Equal System 

N/A DIN 2 3 4 .5 

(1) (1) 

N/A D/N 2 3 4 5 

(1) (1) 

N/A D/N 2 3 4 5 

(1) (1) 

N/A DIN 2 J 4 5 

(2) 

/i 

.~ 

j 

j 

\ 

, .,';' 
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Hodel System Case Processing Procedurea Evaluation 

5. Under which syete .. are case papera .. ore 
order ly and easier to find? 

0 Comments (reverae side or an attached page) 

6. Under which Myate .. are ca.e files easier to find? 

0 Comments (reverie aide or an attached page) 

Hot 
Applicable (H/A) 

HIA 

(1) 

HIA 

(1) 

Don't 
Know (D/H) 

DIH 

DIN 

Old 
Sy.tea 

2 

2 

Both 
Systems 
~qual 

3 

3 

(1) 

4 

4 

ADOPTION - 2 

County: ____________ ___ 

5 

(1) 

5 

Have any features of the model syste .... ade your work aore efficient or easier? Which are they? How do they help? (If more space is needed, UBe 
the reverse aide or an attacheJ page.) 

Do any feature I of the .odel aYlte. caule you unnecea.ary work or hinder your wnrk in any way? Which are they? De8cribe theae proble.... (If more 
8~ace is needed, use the reverse aide or an attached page.) 

• 

J 1 J 1 J .1 J J J J ] 
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COHHintENT 

WISCONSIN RECORDKEEPING PROJECT 
HODEL SYSTEH CIVIL COMHITMENT CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpo.e of thia queationnaire ia to find out your opinion of the model By stell', procedurea and fOflll •• All clerk' •• taft working in 
the four model .yate. te.t counties are being asked to complete thia evaluation form. Your response. will be u.ed to modify the model system .nd 
will be provided to other countiea which are interested in adopting the model system. Plesse anawer candidly snd completely. Circle the response 
on the 1-5 scale which best exprease. your opinion. For additional comments, please check the box under the question. Use the reverse side or an 
attached page for your comments. 

Evaluator: 2 responses 

A. General Usefulne •• of the Written Procedure. 

I. How well do the model .yate. written procedure. 
cover all the bailie recorda procening .tepa 
involved in civil commitment ca,e.1 

[] Comments (reverse .ide or aD attached page) 

2. Do you think that the .odel .yate. written 
procedure. will help in training new employee.? 

[] Comment. (rever.e .ide or an attached page) 

J. Are the model ~y.te. procedure. clearly 
written and ea.y to understand? 

[] Comment. (reverae .ide or In attached page) 

B. f~ml!arison of the Hodel !I.!!tem with the Old ~yate! 

I. Under whi~h aystem witl it take lea. tige to open 
a new calle? 

(J Comments (rever.e aide or an attached page) 

2. Under which syste. i. it el.ier to create the index? 

(J Comment. (reverie .ide or an attached page) 

J. Under which .yatem is it e.aier to keep track 
of the progreas of individual easel? 

[] Comment. (reverie lIide or an attached page) 

4. Under which ayale. is it faater to prepare 
and distribute noticea of scheduled appearance.? 

(] Comments (reverse side or an attached page) 

County: _____ C_o_n_s_o_1 __ i_d.a __ t_e_d ________ __ Date: ________________________ __ 

Doesn't cover 
man~ stepe 

1 

Will help 
a lot 

1 

(1) 

Y.m--.£!.!:.!! 
1 

(1) 

Not 
~l!licllbl~~/A) 

MIA 

(1) 

NIA 

(1) 

NIA 

(1) 

NIA 

(2) 

Coverll some 
stel!s 

2 J 4 

(1) 

Wi 11 be of 
!OQIe he Ie... 

2 J 4 

(1) 
Moderate ly 
clear 

2 J 4 

(1) 

Don't Oid 
!~w (DIN) ~l!!!.!! 

DIN 

(1) 

DIN 

DIN 

DIN 

Coven all 
m~ 

5 

(1) 

Will be of 
litt Ie he.!2 

5 

Unclear 
--5-

1I0th 
Syatelll' New 
~!I!!!_I - ~I.!!g!!! 

2 J 4 5 

2 J 4 

(1) 

2 1 4 5 

(1) 

2 J 4 5 
l 
t 
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Hodel Syste~ Case Processing Procedures Evaluation 

Not 
Applicable (N/A) 

5. Under which eystem are case paper •• ore NIA 
orderly and easier to find? 

0 Comment. (reverie aide or an attached page) (1) 

6. Under which .yatla .. are ca8e file. ealier to find? NIA 

0 Commento (rever.e aide or an attached page) (1) 

Don't 
~w (DIN) 

DIN 

DIN 

Old 
!Yltem 

2 

2 

Both 
Systems 
Equal 

3 

(1) 

3 

(1) 

COHHITMENT - 2 

County: 

New 
System 

4 5 

4 5 

lIave any features of the model .Y8telll made your work more efficient or easier? Which are they? 1I0w do they help? (If more .pue i. needed, U8e 
the reverse aide or'an attached page.) 

Do any featuree of the model eyetem cause you unneceeeary work or hinder your work in any way? Which are they? Describe these problems. (If more 
space is needed, use the reverse eide or an attached page.) 

j J J J J .1 j I J J J . 

A 

J 

.~ 

1 

_ ... ~ ___ ~_. ___ .. _'--__ ."l......-___ ~-----
~ __ .... _ L.~_ .---'---
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GUARDIANSHIP 

WISCONSIN RECORDKEEPING PROJECT 
HODEL SYSTEH GUARDIANS/liP CASE PROCESSING PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpose of rhil questionnaire il to find out your opinion of the model 8y.tem procedure. and foraa. All cl~rk'. staff working in 
the four model ayatem test countie. are being asked to complete thil evaluation form. Your responles will be u.ed to modify the model IYlteq .nd 
will be provided to other countiea which are interested in adopting the model system. Please answer candidly and completely. Circle the relponse 
on the 1-5 .cale which beat eaprea.ea your opinion. For Additional comnents, please check the box under the question. Use thp reverIe lide or an 
attached page for your ca-ent •• 

Evaluator: 2 responses 

A. General Usefulne •• of the Written Procedures 

1. IIow well do the model IIYlte. written procedurel 
cover all the ba.ic recordl proce •• ing step. 
involved in guardian.hip ca.e.? 

[J Commentl (reverIe .ide or an attached page) 

2. Do you think thlt the .odel Iy.teq written 
procedures will help in training new employee.1 

[J Comment. (reverie .ide or an attached page) 

l. Are the 1II0dei Iy.tea procedure. clearly 
written and easy to underlcand? 

[J Commentl (reverIe aide or an attached page) 

8. Coml!srison of the Hodel Srate. wich the Old System 

1. Under which ayatem will it take Ie •• time to open 
a new case? 

[J Commenta (reverae aide or an attached page) 

2. Under which gyate. is it easier to create the index? 

[J Comment. (reverie .ide or an attached poge) 

l. Under which sy.tem is it easier to keep track 
of the progress of individual cases? 

[J Commente (reverse side or an attached page) 

4. Unde. which ay8te~ is it faster to prepare 
and distribute notice. of scheduled appearances? 

[J Conment. (reverse side or an attached page) 

County: ____ C~o~n~s~o~l~i~d~a~t~e~d~ ______ _ Date: __________________________ _ 

Doesn't cover 
1118ny steps 

Will help 
a lot 

1 
(1) 

Very Clear 
1 

Not 
tl!plicable (N/A) 

N/A 

(1) 
NIA 

(1) 

NIA 

(1) 

NIA 

(2) 

Covers .ome 
IItel!s 

2 1 4 

(1) (1) 

Will be of 
80me hell! 

2 1 4 
(1) 

Hoderately 
ili_8_r ___ 

2 1 4 

(2) 

Don't 
Know (DIN) 

DIN 

DIN 

DIN 

DIN 

Old 
~yltem 

Covera all 
.tel!' 

S 

Will be of 
Httl.!!..J!!le 

5 

Unclear 

2 

5 

lIoth 
Syate ... 
Egual 

1 

(1) 
2 1 

(1) 

2 1 

2 1 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

(1) 

4 

,1 
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Hodel S:tstem Case Proceasing Procedures Evaluation GUARDIANSHIP - 2 

County: 

Both 
Not Don't Old Systema New 
~icable (N/A) Know (DIN) System ~S!!!.L ~:tatem 

5. Under whieh systelll are case papen .. ore NIA DIN 2 J 4 5 
ordp.rly and easier to find? 

0 COlDlllenta (reverae aide or an attached pagel (l) (1) 

6. Under which aYltelll are case filu easier to find? N/A DIN 2 J 4 5 

0 COlllllentl ( reverae aide or an attached page) (2) 

Have any feature. of the aodel .y.tea .ade your work more efficient or eaRier? Which are they? How do they help? (If .. ore space i. needed, ule 
the reverse aide or an attached page.) 

Do any feature. of the .. odel Iyatea cause you unnecea.ary work or hinder your work in any way? ~hich are they? De8cribe thele problema. (If acre 
space ia needed, use the reverae side or an attached page.) 

J 1 J J J ) J J J J J J J J J 

I, I 

1 
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EVALUATIOH OF HODEL SYSTEM ~~TI~g PROCEDURES 

INSTRUCTIOHS: The purpose of thi. que.tionn.ire i. to find out your opinion of the model sy.tea accounting 
procedures and forms. Accounting staff working in the four model system test counties are being a.ked to 
clNlplete this evaluati<ln io[1O. Your responses will be u.ed to modify the aystem and will be provided to 
other counties "hich al'e i,ntere.ted in adopting it. Please anawer candidly and completely. If you wi.h to 
aake addition.l commenta, plesse check the box which appear. under each question and ule the rever.e .ide or 

au attached page. 

Doe.n"t 
Cover Hany 

A. General Usefulne •• of the Written Procedurea Step. 

I. Row veil do the model .y.te .. written 
procedures cover all the baaic .tep. 
involved in accounting for money received 
by the clerk'a office? 

[] Commenta (rever.e .ide or attached page) 

2. Do you think the .odel .y.tem written 
procedurea will help in training new 
ellP loyeeal 

[] Comments (reverae .ide or attached page) 

J. Are the model .y.tea procedure. clearly 
vritten and ea.y to understand1 

[] Comment. (rever.e aide or attached page) 

I 

Will Help 
Alot 

Very Clear 
1 

Hot 

2 

2 

2 

Compariaon of the Hodel Sy.te .. with the Old Systera ~cable (II/A) 

I. Under vhich .y.tera will it take lea. 
tirae to po.t journal entriea1 

[] Commenta (reverae aide or attached page) 

2. Under which .yatelll are there fewer numbers 
of accounting booka and records1 

[] Comments (reverie lide or attached page) 

3. Under which sy.tera ia it eaaier to keep track 
of "Time To Pay" account a1 

[] Comment. (reverIe aide or attached page) 

HIA 

HIA 

HIA 

Covers Some 
Stepa 

J 

(1) 

Wi 11 be of 
Some Help 

3 

(2) 

Hoderatelll 
Cleo£ 

3 

. (1) 

4 

(1) 

4 

4 

Don't . Old 
Know (D/H) ~y8tem 

DIH 

DIH 

(1) 

DIH 

Cover. 
All Step. 

5 

Will be of 
Little Help 

5 

Une lear 
--5-

2 

2 

2 

(1) 

80th 
SYBte ... 

!!~ 

3 

(1) 

3 

(1) 

3 

(1) 

I 

2 responses 

Consolidated 

4 

4 

4 

(1) 

Hew 
One-write 
§ystclII 

5 

(1) 

5 

5 



I .. 

Not 
Comparison of the Hodel System with the Old SYBte~ Applicable (N/A) 

4. Under which syatelll ia it fastil!r to prepf • 
and distribute notices of delinquent payments? 

[] Comment. (reverse aide or attached page) 

5. Under which .yste~ are there fewer 
transcription errors? 

Note: A transcription error ia any error 
msde in original writing or transferring 
of information from one place to anothec. 

(] Commenta (reverse aide or attached page) 

6. Under which sYltem are accounting recorda 
(journals, ledge~., account balance., bank 
balances, etc.) ~p to date 800ner? 

[] COIIIIlIenti (revene aide or atta/!hed r~ge) 

7. Under which IYltem is it falter and easier 
to prepare the monthly revenue report.? 

[] Comment. (reverse .ide or attached page) 

8. Under which .yste. i. it falter and ealier 
to prepare the monthly AFDC report? 

[] Comraentll (revene aide or attached page) 

9. Under which IYltem il it eaaier to reconcile 
journals at the end of the month? 

[] Co~ents (reverie aide or attached page) 

10. Under which 'Ylte. i. it ea.ier to keep track 
of trust accountl and find information on 
individual account'? 

(] Commentl (rever.e aide or attached page) 

11. Under which aYltem il it eaaier to keep track 
of .ioor settlement account., update interest 
on the. and keep up to date complete accounting 
information on all .onie. held by the clerk'. 
off ice? 

(] Commenta (reverae side or atteched page) 
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COMpariaon of the Hodel Syatem with the Old System 

12. Please com.ent on the time saving. which you have experienced with the model accounting system feature of imnediate diatribution 
of non-.anditory appearance traffic and forfeiture pay_ents. (If more space is needed, U5e the reverse side or an attached page) 

IJ. Pleaae cOQaent on the Model accounting system procedure for removing closed special account ledger card, from the active account 
card file and w~ther or not it .ake. it easier to locate information on individual accounts snd ~nder the old accountin& system. 
(If .ore space i. needed, use the reverae side or an attached page) 

14. Pleaae comment on the usefullnea. of the trial balance workaheet preacribed under the model accounting eyatem. I. it eaay to 
complete, doea it enaure that the booka balance at the end of the month and does it make it eaaier to prepare the monthly 
report(a)? (If acre apace ia needed, use the reverae Bide or an attached page) 

15. Which feature. of the model accounting system, if any, have done the most to make your work more efficient or eaaier7 Which are 
they? Heli do they help7 (If more apace ie needed, UBe the reverse side or an attllched. page) 

16. Do any featurea of the model accounting system cause you any unnecessary liork or hinder your work in sny way? Which are they? 
Describe these problems. (If more space ia needed, use the reverse side or an attsched page) 
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CIVIL 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
efficient or easier? 

o I like all the features of the model system, with two 
exceptions: the calendar cards and the index cards. These 
two exceptions are not too much of an inconvenience. 

o 

o 

Overlays for transcripts and executions. 

Both civil deputy clerks have indicated the calendar cards 
have made their work easier. 

Do any features of the model s¥stem cause you unnecessary work 
or hinder your work in any way. 

o 

o 

o 

The calendar card system has not been in use in county 
because of a lack of time, mostly due to vacations during 
the summer which cuts into the time available. Also there 
is a lot rescheduling, and therefore the system would be 
continually updated. The files are pulled according to the 
daily court calendar, not according to the calendar card. 

None. 

The carbon is bad on the calendar cards (Note: civil 
calendar cards are produced by a local printer, part of a 
form unique to , not provided as part of the model 
system.)~ Using the calendar cards does not eliminate the 
case log'or the calendar book. It is easier to look at the 
calendar book to determine how crowded the day is than to 
take all the calendar cards out for the day. 

COMMENTS: 

A-I How well do the model s stem written rocedures cover all 
the basic records processIng steps involved in civi cases? 

Because of the word processing machine, some of the steps 
in the manual are not necessary. 

i' 
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B-2 Under which system is it easier to create the index? 

I preferred the double-index cards, because looking up 
defendant's cards were easier. People automatically look 
at the upper left hand corner for the defendant's name. 

B-3 Under which system is it easier to keep track of the 
progress of individual cases 

Keeping a record of the hearing dates scheduled on the 
docket pages is an excellent idea. Eliminates getting the 
file to answer a question on when or if a hearing date has 
been scheduled, and is also helpful for office use. 

We rea~ly haven't been able to use the calendar cards 
effectively due to the fact we have only been using the new 
system since June 1. 

8-4 Under which system is it faster to prepare and distribute 
notices of scheduled appearances? 

N/A. The judge's secretary prepares the notices. 

Your form is faster only because we do not have to put 
carbon between copies. We, under the old system, used a 
uniform printed form for all the courts. 

B-6 Under which system is it faster to open a subsequent 
garnishment action? 
Court records are not accessible to the person initiating 
the case. We have to go to the index card to determine if 
it is A, D, or whatever. We have to open a new case and 
give a new number to all out of county and out of state 
judgment. as well as all judgments entered prior to 1981. 
Case files prior to 1981 are microfilmed. The case files 
are constantly moving from second floor to fourth or 
seventh floor and back again. Difficult to determine 
status of anyone garnishment. Any cost saving is nominal 

Under the new system, we do not have uniformity. Any case 
~lder than 1981 has to have a new number. and we make up an 
lndex card. We do not have the court records accessible to 
us for inserting A, B, C, D, so we have to take the time to 
find the original index card for the action and put A, B. 
C, etc. on it. In one division of the civil branch, we 
have the Court record cards on the word processing machine 
and in the other, manual court record cards in that 
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particular court which is located two floors above the area 
where the actions are initiated. Case files are moved from 
one area to the other depending on whether they are open or 
closed. If the balance due on a large claim judgment gets 
below $1,000.00. the attorney may bring the action in small 
claims court. 
The comments on the difference in processing in the two 
branches has nothing to do with the model system in itself. 
and this is recognized by the Clerk of Courts. 

B-8 Under which system are case files easier to find? 
Systems are equal except it is harder. to find case files on 
garnishments. 



SMALL CLAIMS 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
efflclent or easier? 

o Creating the index automatically by typing the court record 
card. Also creating the potential judgment card. This one 
step saves a great deal of time. 

o Plastic overlays for judgment notices, executions and 
transcripts have also saved an extreme amount of time and 
they're easy. Reduces typing errors. 

o By keeping both pending and closed cases together 
numericallY, you need only know the number and not the case 
status. 

o Docket sheet has made things more efficient but actually 
more work with index card, judgment card, lien card and 
docket sheet. 

o Most opening steps are completed with the typing of the 
court record card. 

o The index is automatically created by the typing of the 
court record card. 

o Under the old system cases would be pending indefinitely. 
There really wasn't any way set up to review them. 

Do any features of the model system cause you unnecessary work 
or hinder your work in any way? 

o 

o 

o 

The plastic overlays do not fit exactly· therefore makes 
photocopying take longer than it would have to. 

An a~ditional ~ine must be drawn on the court record card 
statln~ total,Judgment so that the docketing fee may be 
added ln the Judgment; this takes additional time. Could 
be printed. 

Calendar card is not used. There is not enough information 
on them. Garnishments are more work, using judgment 
numbers. Overlay for judgments, executi0ns and 
transcripts is not lined up properly. ' 

o 

o 

Page 18 of written instructio~s. Between,16.6,and 16.7, 
should not attorney or plaintlff counterslgn flrst? Can 
this not be printed on plastic overlay? 

Page 20, after 19.2, garnishment summons signature should 
be sealed? 

COMMENTS: 

A-I How well do the model system written procedures cover all 
the basic records processing steps involved in small clalms 
cases? 

We deviate from the written procedure in the following: 1) 
court record card is kept in file until return date. If 
contested, it is put in portamatic file tray. 2) Only 
active court record cards are kept in portamatic file tray 
because of lack of space. We would have to order about 
eight filing trays @ $200.00 to keep a year's supply of 
court record cards on hand. 

B-1 Under which system will it take less time to open a new 
case? 

Under old system a docket card was not made. 

Under the old system we typed a label for the file, which 
label was part of the docket index card. Under the new 
system, we don't type the label, but we write the name of 
the case on the file, at the judge's request. Under the 
old system, we did not have to type a SC 29 civil case 
report upon a case being contested, and under the new 
system, we do. 

B-2 Under which system is it easier to create the index? 

Old system - indexing was done in book. There was no index 
card to handle (more time consuming) 

B-3 Under which system is it easier to keep track of the 
progress of individual cases 

Having a docket card for every case has made tracking case 
down easier. 

! 



8-4 Under which system is it faster to prepare and distribute 
notices of scheduled appearance? 

First appearances for small. claims are put on calendar by 
myself. 
clerks. 

all other appearances are scheduled by calendar 

(Folders are not being made for every action started.) 
After judgment is granted summons is put in numeric order 
in expanding folder - if garnishment is started- summons is 
pulled and folder is made. 
Dismissed actions are put in numeric order in expanding 
folder. 
I now have docket cards, judgment card file and lien 
judgment file. 

We are not using your notice of scheduled case. It is too 
large and too much information would have to be on it. 
Under the old system, we use a 4 x 6 NCR three part form, 
and it is much quicker and easier to use. We have the 
alternative for the place of the trials on our form. We 
schedule small claims trials before three judges. For 
mailing notices, yours are easier, only because we don't 
have to put carbon between them. 

8-5 Under which system is it faster to prepare transcripts from 
judgment and executions? 

Transcripts and executions of small claims were handled by 
civil division. The overlay for notice of entry of 
judgment and executions is not lined up correctly. 
Otherwise the overlay works fine. 

B-6 Under which system is it faster to open a subsequent 
garnishment action? 

Under old system garnishments were easier to start 
assigning a new number. with new system, judgment file is 
pulled to keep papers in order. 

Under old system, we did not have court record cards or 
index cards. The file was used to enter the index on the 
word processing machine. We also had an exact count of the 
number of filings per year. Under new system, we have to 
pull the principal action record card and mark whether the 
garnishment is A, B, C, etc. Any garnishment for an acti~n 
for the year 1980 or before has a new number and a court 
record card has to be made. The calendar cards for A, B, C 
garnishments are constantly moving and the clerk working on 
these now has the calendar cards for garnishments on her 
desk for easier accessibility, instead of with the other 

B-7 

calendar cards. New numbers have to be given for 
garnishments on judgments from other counties and states, 
and for garnishments when record judgments reach below 
$1,000. Subsequent garnishments on this type very often 
get new numbers because the attorney does not put the 
previous garnishment number on his papers, and we do not 
know that there has been a previous garnishment. 

are case a e.rs more orderl and easier 

Both systems equal as to finding papers. 

B-8 Under which system are case files easier to find? 

Having a docket sheet for each action started is very 
helpful. There was never trouble finding a case under old 
system. 

We alredy had color coded files under the old system, but 
the calendar cards permit us to put all files on the 
shelves, no matter what step they may be in, and that makes 
it easier for us to find files. 

t 
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,~ FAMILY 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
effIcIent or easier? 

o 

Do 
or 

o 

The court record card system has made it possible for the 
docketing to be done at the clerk's desk. It also provides 
timely case information without going to the file. The 
calendar card forces better case tracking. 

features of the model s stem cause ou unnecessar work 
er your wor In any way. 

Calendar card updating and filing is very time consuming 
and hard to keep up with due to the volume of family 
cases. We want to try having the clerk do them in the 
courtroom. We're still working on two systems, which is 
confusing. Not sure whether calendar cards will prove to 
be worth the effort. (They are definitely not worth the 
effort for post judgment matters and are not being used for 
this.) 

COMMENTS: 

A-2 How well do the model s stem written rocedures 
the basIc records processIng steps Involved In 

all 
cases? 

Written procedures will be of some help but working with 
the system is the best way of learning. 

8-1 Under which system~ll it take less time to open a new 
case? 

The extra time taken in opening new cases under the new 
system is worthwhile. Time is saved later in case 
processing. 

8-3 Under which system is it easier to keep track of the 
progress of individual cases? 

Calendar cards and court record cards make individual case 
tracking much easier. 

8-4 re are and distribute 
notIces 0 appearances. 

Judge's secretary prepares notices. 

Have not been using the model system notice form. The old 
multipart notice form prepared and distribution in court 
works well. 

8-5 Under which system is it faster to open a support account? 

support system is automated and was not changed to 
the model system. 

8-7 Under which system are case files easier to find? 

Model same as old system. 
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PATERNITY 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
ertlcient or easier? 

o As in family cases, the court record card has made 
docketing easier, provides an up to date record and reduces 
the need to check the case file. 

. Do an features of the model s stem cause ou unnecessary work 
or 1nder your work 1n any way? 

o Updating and using the calendar cards is a problem. This 
is because of problems coordinating the calendaring 
function between the D.A.'s office and the family court 
offices, not actually a problem with the calendar card 
itself. 

COMMENTS: 

A-2 How well do the model system written procedures cover all 
the basic records processing steps involved in paternity 
cases? 

Paternity procedure is very detailed, has many 
contingencies and agencies such as the district attorney's 
office are involved in case processing. 

B-1 Under which system will it take less time to open a new 
case? 

More time spent opening cases, saves time later. 

B-3 Under which system is it easier to keep track of the 
progress of individual cases? 

Because some calendaring is done by the district attorney's 
office, efficient case tracking has not been achieved under 
either system. The model system is the base we are using 
to coordinate with the D.A.'s office and get better control 
of cases. 

B-4 re are and distribute 
not1ces 0 

Not using new form. 

Judge's secretary prepares notices. 

B-5 Under which system is it faster to open a support account? 

Automated. Not on new system. 

B-7 Under which system are case files easier to find? 

New system same as old. 



CRIMINAL 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
efficient or easier? 

o 

o 

Criminal record card saves a lot of time by combining 
coding, index and calendar card. 

The calendar card has made more work, but has made it 
easier to keep track of all the pending cases. 

Do an features of the model s stern cause ou unnecessar work 
or [under your wor In any w~ 

o I like binding the papers into the file but do not like 
alternating which end you bind them~ makes it cumberso~e 
when working with the files. Also is not as orderly for 
the judge on the bench. 

o Filing the docket sheets numerically instead of 
alphabetically has made more work because papers are filed 
without case numbers which means we have to look up the 
case number from the index first. 

COMMENTS: 

A-I How well do the model s stern 
the bas1c records processlng 
cases? 

1n cr1m1na 

The initiation portion is excellent, more detail is needed 
in the other areas. 

A-2 Do you think that the model system written procedures will 
nefp in training new employees? 

The procedures rate a one for initiation and a three for 
all other areas. We hope to use the written procedures as 
the basis for a procedure and training manual. 

On the job experience is still the most important. 
Although the manual is very helpful, some details are not 
covered. (Note: Several detailed reports and logs are 
prepared for the felony court judge which are not, and 
s~r<ld not be part of the model system) 

A-3 Are the model system procedures clearly written and easy to 
understand? 

They are very clear to experienced staff but would be only 
moderately clear to new employees. 

B-1 Under which system will it take less time to open a new 
case? 

The old system was quicker because we were not meeting 
statutory requirements for criminal records. 

B-2 Under which system is it easier to create the index? 

More information, especially the criminal complaint number 
would be helpful on the index. This would help avoid 
duplicate case files and provide easier and quicker. access 
to the correct case file, especially when there are several 
cases involving one defendant. 

B-3 Under which system is it easier to keep track of the 
progress of individual cases? 

The calendar cards are great. 

B-4 Under which sBstem is it faster to prepare and distribute 
notices of sc eduled appearances? 

Welre still using a multipart notice form unique to 

The padded notice form is excellent, saves a lot of time. 

B-6 Under which system is it faster to process bail and bond? 

The new system is faster due to the accounting procedure. 

t 
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TRAFFIC (Forfeiture) 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
efficient or easier? 

o 

o 

Do 
or 

o 

We find we have considerable less typing to do. We find it 
easier to keep track of time payments and sending out 
notices of delinquency, orders suspending DL for failure to 
pay and commitments for collection of delinquent fines and 
costs. 

More efficient by not having to write separate index. 

features of the model s stem cause ou unnecessar work 
er your wor ln any way? 

Selecting activity and sentencing codes slow the clerks 
down in completing court records as they are unfamiliar 
with them. The separation of original citations from 
yellow copies for MVD does not seem to work. We 
continually forget to complete the yellow when it is not 
attached to the original. Court officers have difficulty 
finding disposition of cases. 

COMMENTS: 

A-I How well do the model s stem written rocedures cover all 
the baslc records processing steps lnvo ved ln tra lC 
cases? 

The initiation portion is excellent, more detail is needed 
in the other areas. 

A-2 Do ou think that the 
help ln tralnlng new 

written rocedures will 

You actually have to work with the sytem to learn it. 

The procedures rate a one for initiation and a three for 
all other areas. We hope to use the written procedures as 
the basis for a procedure and training manual. 

A-3 Are the model system procedures clearly written and easy to 
understand? 

They are very clear to experienced staff but would be only 
moderately clear to new employees. 

B-1 Under which system is it easier to create the index? 

We find that separation of TC, HT, and Contested cases not 
necessary. If they were all filed together it would 
eliminate searching in different areas for them. 

New cases received from arresting agencies are file easier 
and faster. We find both court record forms are more 
confusing to work with than the court record forms used in 
the old system. 

Preparing the form takes more time but the double reporting 
to County data and WCIS is eliminated by using this form. 

B-3 Under which system is it easier to keep track of the 
progress of individual cases? 

The calendar cards and pending alpha files are very helpful. 

B-4 Under which s*stem is it faster to prepare and distribute 
notices of sc eduled appearances? 

Using our own form. 

We find the new forms are confusing and inconvenient to use. 

NOTE: The staff in the traffic division feel that the use of 
the cash register system slows the function of disposing of 
cases on the same day they are disposed of in court. Traffic 
division does not receive the cases until the next day from 
~cco~ntin~ and by this time errors are more likely to be maqe 
ln dlsposlng of , same. Mandatory commitments, reports to MVD, 
etc. are more llkely to be forgotten. 

Further all traffic ~ases now have to be logged by hand 
each day for each agency to show count of citations processed. 

As a suggestion, it would be more practical if both court 
record cards were of an 8 1/2 x 11 size so we could utilize the 
ex~s~ing,trays purchased not more than a year ago thus 
ellmlnatlng the purchase of new storage equipment. 

B-5 Under which system is it faster to prepare appearance 
calendars? 

The model system is faster due to the pending alpha filing. 

! 
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Have any features of the model system made your work more 
efficient or easier? 

o The non-typing of 3xS cards has made my workload easier. 

o More efficient by not having to write separate index. 

Do features of the model s stem cause you unnecessary work 
or er your wor In any way 

The model system reporting not guilty pleas has created more 
work. It's also more difficult to find a file after a 
non-appearance. 

COMMENTS: 

A-I How well do the model s stem written rocedures cover all 
the basic records processing steps Involved In non-tra IC 
forfeiture cases? 

The initiation portion is excellent; more detail is needed 
in other areas. 

A-2 Do ou think that the model s stem written rocedures will 
help In traInIng new employees 

The procedures rate a one for initiation and a three for 
all other areas. We hope to use the written procedures as 
the basis for a procedure and training manual. 

A-3 Are the model system procedures clearly written and easy to 
understand? 

They are very clear to experienced staff but would be only 
moderately clear to new employees. 

B-1 Under which system will it take less time to open case? _ a new 

Contes~ed--preparing the form takes more time but double 
reportIng to county data and WCIS is eliminated. 

h
uncontested--would be better if the forfeitures could be 
andled the same way as traffic. 

B-8 Under which system are case files easier to find? 

When all cases are eventually filed the same way, the new 
system will be easier. Right now we have so 
areas in which to look. many different 



PROBATE (ESTATES) 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
efficient or easier? 

(No comments) 

Do 
or 

o 

features of the model s stem cause ou unnecessar work 
er your wor 1n any way. 

Yes, calendar card. I find that it's repetitive, time 
consuming and counter-productive to use these calendar 
cards because I schedule the hearings on wills and claims 
in our court calendaring book immediately after the file is 
started. The only use I can see that will be beneficial 
f~om these cards will be to check if the inventory has been 
flled, ~owever, the amount of time it takes to type these 
cards, 1ndex them by the date, I feel, is a waste of time. 

o The calendar card, Form GF 116 is, in my opinion too time
consuming. I tried it for 3 months and then went back to 
myoId system of monitoring estate actions. I know of at 
l~~st one attorney who tried such a system in his office, 
wl~h the same conclusion. 

COMMENTS: 

A-2 Do you think that the model system written procedures will 
help in training new employees? 

Nothing like this has been available before. It should be 
very helpful. 

B-1 Under which system will it take less time to case? open a new 

It ta~es more time to initiate cases under the new 
but l'tS well th lOt b system wor ecause of time saved later. 

B-2 Under which system l'S l't easl'er to - create the index? 

It would be faster to create index under new system if 
index cards were attached to court record card as we 
originally understood. 

B-3 Under which system is it easier to keep track of the 
progress of individual cases? 

Calendar cards must be kept upon a daily basis or updating 
and filing becomes a problem. 

B-4 Under which system is it faster to prepare and distribute 
notices of scheduled appearances? 

Not using new form. 

B-6 Under which system are case files easier to find? 

Estate files 
integrated. 
been created 
on. ) 

will be easier to find when all files are 
This will be done when calendar cards have 
for all pending cases. (This is being worked 



ADOPTION 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
efficient or easier? 

o Calendar cards have made preparation for court dates easier 
and more efficient, and have improved case monitoring. The 
new file organization and use of the clips in the files are 
excellent and make finding information in the files easier 
and quicker. 

Do an features of the model s stem cause ou unnecessar work 
or hinder your work in any way? 

o The index for adoption cases doesn't contain enough 
information. Under the old system the type of adoption was 
listed (i.e. step-parent or private agency). This 
information on the index reduced the need to access the 
file, because the type of adoption determines whether any 
information may be released. 

COMMENTS: 

A-2 Do ou think that the model s stem written rocedures will 
help in training new employees? 

Because the written procedures are very detailed 
explanation of the material will also be necessa;y for the new employee. 

B-4 Under which system is it faster to prepare and distribute 
notice! of scheduled appearances? 

Attorneys usually sent notices. 
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COMMITMENT 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
efficient or easler? 

o The only substantial difference between the new and old 
systems in commitment cases is the calendar cards. 

Do any features of the model s,stem cause you unnecessary work 
or hindir your work ln any way 

o Calendar cards seem to be unnecessary extra work. Formerly 
a large monthly desk blotter sized calendar was used and 
worked very well. This admittedly may be personal 
preference, but the extremely short time limits on 
commitment cases (72 hours to 14 days) make calendar cards 
impractical. 

COMMENTS: 

B-4 Under which system is it faster to prepare and distribute 
notices of scheduled appearances? 

No change. Using old form. 
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GUARDIANSHIP 

Have any features of the model system made your work more 
efficient or easier? 

o The calendar card is very helpful in monitoring of annual 
accounting and inventories. We are still very anxious to 
receive and start using the trust accounting card. 

Do any features of the model s~stem cause you unnecessary work 
or hlnder your work ln any way. 

o While the benefits make it seem worth the effort, it should 
be noted that the volume of calendar cards in guardianships 
is a problem. Upkeep is difficult expecially when staff 
members are out sick or on vacation. 

COMMENTS: 

A-I & 2 How well do the model 
all the baslc records 

cover 
ln 

B-1 

~ralanshlp cases? 
Do ou think that the model s rocedures 
will help ln tralnlng new emp 

Guardianships are very involved. the important steps 
are covered, but more detail could be added. This 
would also make it more useful as a training manual. 

Under which system will it take less time to open a 
new case? 

Additional time at initiation results in time savings 
later. 
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ACCOUNTING 

COMMENTS: 

General Usefulness of the Written Procedures 

A-I stem written cover all 
ln accountlrl recelve 

Covers basic steps but very unclear to follow through. 

There are unique situations that arise especially with the 
trust investiture and the procedure is not clear, and we 
have to make our own decision. 

A-2 Do you think the model system written procedures will help 
in training new employees? 

I feel direct contact works better, there always seems to 
be exceptions and when you're not familiar with the rule 
book you don't know where to look for what pertains to 
something you're not sure of in the first place. 

A-3 Are the model system procedures clearly written and easy to 
understand? 

Feel that the overall concept of the system is lost in the 
explanations. Instructions are not at all clear to follow 
anyone transaction through. 

The transfer from trust to safekeeping and from trust to 
investiture is still creating problems with our account 
clerk • 

Comparison of the Model System with the Old System 

1. Under which system will it take less time to post journal 
entrles? 

We were already using the one write systemo 

4. Under which system is it'faster to prepare and distribute 
notices of delinquent payments? 

Do not have overlay for notices. 
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Our delinquent time to pay accounts (two types) are 
referred to the court from which they emanated, or a 
special form letter approved by the judge. Because of the 
volume of work, no notice is given when a fine is not 
paid. A commitment is issued immediately upon 
non-payment. Support does not apply. Volume is too great 
to send these out. We would not use the notice of 
delinquency. We have no control over those persons on 
probation. They have the time of probation to pay, and 
then their parole officer or probation officer comes in 
with an extension, or a rescinsion. 

records 
date 

New system is better; not necessarily due to one write but 
to closing out proceduresc 

8. Under which system is it faster to reconcile journals at 
the end of the month? 

11. 

Our child support unit is automated and is not used under 
this manual system. 

I haven't had time to type all of the Safekeeping accounts 
as yet, only the new accounts. I could never keep an exact 
record of interest, because some are passbooks, and some 
banks and savings and loans don't send interest receipts. 
We send our books to all of the banks at the end of the 
year. 

12. Please comment on the time savings which you have 
experienced with the model accounting system feature of 
immediate distribution of non-mandator earance traffic 
an or elture payments. 

Same as our previous one-write system. 

We are saving 24 to 32 hours per week. There are few 
adjustments that have to be made on a monthly basis. 

-

-
-

.... 

.... 

.... 

.... 

13. Pleas7 comment on th~ model accounting system procedure for 
removlng closed speclal account ledger cards from the 
active account card file and whether or not it makes it 
easier to locate information on individual accounts and 
under the old accounting system. 

Does not provide information any easier than our old system. 

I can't answer this because I did the same thing with my 
old accounting system. 

14. Please comment on the usefulness of the trial balance 
~rksh.eet prescribed under the model accountlng system. Is 
It easy to complete; does it ensure that the books balance 
at the end of the month and does it make it easier to 
prepare the montly report(s)? 

It's easy to complete but instructions in the flow are not 
very good. It balances debits and credits but still must 
reconcile with bank. It has nothing to do with preparing 
monthly reports. 

So far I find this time consuming, so far I have no use for 
it. This has no value for the monthly report. 

15. Which features of the model accounting sxstem, if any, have 
done the most to make your work more efflcient or easier? 
which are they: How do they help? 

16. 

I think the closing out procedure (once we figured out the 
ins~ructions) ,is faster and balancing is finished quicker. 
Easler to arrlve at payout figures. Must note that third 
month is when anything was more efficient in accounting; 
first two months took more than twice as long. 

The big~est timesaver is in writing a receipt, and posting 
in the Journals, roughly I'd say, a total of 2 weeks of 
work. 

you 
Which 

Prefe~ old one write system where receipt and check were 
o~e Ilne; ,sav~s space on journal, ledger card, and saves 
tlme. AdJustlng entries are conf,using to some personnel 
and therefore causes delay. 

on 



" d and safekeeping accounts with a 
The trust, ba1~ bon b' 'r still don't feel satisfied 
running total 1S cum ersome. " ds r don't 
with the prockedures ?~";~~O~a~~k~~~l~~dr~~o~he·month, for 
like the ban reconc~ 1 h k r waste time looking thru example the outstand1ng c ec s, 
the journal ledgers. 

MODEL SYSTEM EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
(To be completed jointly by DCA and Clerk) 

OlJ.JECTIVE Dll.Ti\ 

APPENDIX B 

Part 2 

I. Estimated forms and personnel cost of clerical case processing 
for S!?lcctr::d Cl1 .. se t~/pes. or procec1t:res. 

Case Txpe Old System Model S','..-:t:em 

~ A. Uncontested Traffic 

-
.... 

... 

i.. 

"-

..... 

...... 

... 

(Fine paid before 
return date) 

1. Forms Cost (per case) 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Case Folder 
Index 
Docket Book/Court Record 
Other (s) ______________ ___ 

Number of clerical steps 
to process an u!1contested 
traffic C.:SE. 

Estimated ?ersonnel Timel 

Average direct hourly salary 
(excluding fringe benefits) 
of clerk personnel who handle 
this case type $ 6.85 

Num~er of traffic cases filed 
in 1981 14,000 ---------
Estimated percentage of 
traffic cases which are 
uncontested 70 % • 

__ ".,.," 0""'3'---__ __ 
.00 

8 5 

8 minutes 5 li1inutes 

lEnter the estimated clerical time to create and ~Ipdate, if 
QPplicable, the required court records involved 1n processing one 
uncontested traffic case under the old system and under the model 
system. You should refc:r to your answer in 2. above regarding tlJr:: 
nurnbe r of cler ic,,:l steps requ ired undGr the old sys tern and the molG 1 
~yst~m wh~n develcptn? th~ time estireates. 

- 1 -
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B. Uncontested small claims wi~h one 
subsequent uncontested garnishment 
action. 

1. Forms Cost (per case) 

(a) Original small claims 
case 2 

Case Folder 
Summons 
Complaint 
Docket Book/ 

Court Rec'ord 
Plaintiff Index 
Defendant Index 
Minutes 
Notice of E~try of 

Judgment 
Judgment Docket Book 
Other(s) -------

(b) Subsequent Garnishment 
Act:!.,:,~2 

CasE: Folder 
Summons 
Complaint 
Docket Bool~/Court 

Record Card 
P 1 ti i n t iff I n d e )~ 
Defendant Index 
Minutes 
Order to Garnishee/ 

Garnishee Release 
Other(s) ------

Old System 

.22 

.07 

.07 
• o~7""' ---

.12 

.00 

.08 

.on 

. 22 

.07 

.07 

.00 

.12 

.00 

.00 

Nodel syst,<::!Jn 

.22 
Not us('\::! 

---:-r';"::!o;";;t~u s ~~ 

.00 
? 

Not LI~ .. ~d 

2If bound books,were used in the old system, determine the cost 
per case by.golng bac~ to ~ecently completed books, estimating the 
number of cases contalned 1n that book, and dividing the cost of the 
book by the number of C2'lses enter(~d. 

- 2 -
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-

2. 

3. 

4. 

Number of clerical steps 
to process an uncontested 
small claims case. 

I nd; v 'j d u a 1 
(a) Originul uncontested 

small claims case 

,(b) Subsequ8nt uncontested 
garnishment 

Estimated Personnel Cpst 3 

(a) Original uncontested 
small claims case 

(b) subsequent uncontested 
garnishment 

Average direct hourly salary 
(excluding fringe benefits) 
of clerk personnel who 
handle this case type 
$ 7.3,1 

S. Number of C.:lses filed 
in 1981. 

6. 

(a) 3mall Claims 

( b) 

Original cases 
6.000 

Small Claims 
Garnishment cases 4 

3,200 

Estimated percentage of 
cases which are uncontested. 

(a) Small Claims 75 % 
(b) Small Claims Garnishments 

99 % 

Old system Nodel system 

10 11 

8 13 

15 15 

15 15 

3En ter the estimated clerical time to create and uodate, if 
applicable, the required court records involved i~ processins one 
uncontested case under the old system and under the model ~jstem. 
You should refer to your answer in 2. above regarding the number of 
clerical steps required under the old system and the model system 
when developing the time estimates. 

4If you are unable to give an accurnte cou~t of the nu~b2r ~~ 
slnall claims garnishment actions, pl~~se estimate the pe~cen~2ge o~ 
toLal small claims cases which are garnishments. 

- 3 -



c. Uncont.ested Non-Traffic Forfeiture 
(Fin8 paid before return date) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Forms Cost (per case)S 

Case Folder 
Index 
Docket Boo:./Cour t Hecord 
Other (s) _______________ _ 

Number of cleric~l steps 
to process an uncontested 
traffic case. 

(a) YGI.C1~'?J.<l"!?:!:} \:>:t?:im: .. :m:t:u~t/~<il 
Ye!.1:Mxt x ~;.:"~-:i:m r-"x )t:i(Q.~ e 

(b) Subsequent uncontested 
garnishment 

Estimated Personnel Cost 6 

Average direct hourly salary 
(excludi~S fringe benefits) 
of cler~ cersonnel who handle 
this c:;.z:e~ type $ 6.85 

Number of non-traffic forfeiture 
cases filed in 1981 3,000 

Estim2ted percentage of non
traffic forfeiture cases which 
are uncontested 90 % 

Old S';s tern r10del Svs tern 

.03 

. 00 
----' --- ._--_._--

8 5 

8 min~tes 5 minutes 
---.....:........:.:.:..:...:.:..::~ 

5 1£ bound books were used in the old system, estimate the cost per 
case as described in footnote 2 above. 

6Ent8r the estimated clerical time to create and update, if 
applicable, the required court records involved in processing on~ 
uncontested.non-traffic case. You should re!er to your answ~r ill 2. 
above regarding the number of clerical steps :equ red under the cId 
system and the model system when developing t~~ t ~9 estimat23. 
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D. Accounting 

1. Forms Cost (per year) 

2. 

3. 

Journals 
Rr~ceip ts 
Chec;~.c3 

Ledger Cards 
Other(s) --------

Estimated Personnel Time7 

R~~ceipting 

(a) One civil filing fee 
(b) One bail deposit 

Posting to ledger or 
journal of one receipt 

Issuance of one check 
One deposit preparation 
Da i J.y bulane in'] of accoun ts 
Monthly reconciliation ~or 

one month 
".;"""tnJ,..,1"'\ 1, .. ,--': J... ..J._ .. ·~ .. :.J..1· ~U7t: \...dX report 

p r -=p·~r a t 1 on for one ii:C':! th 
Z·~on-:~l~r AFDC report 

preparation for one month 
Delinquent notice preoar

ation for one accou~t 

Average direct hourly 
salary (excluding fringe 
ben~fits) of clerk personnel 
asslgned to the accounting 
function $8.00 ----------------

Old System 

.05 

2 minutes 
2 minutes 

2 minutes 
2 mi nwtes 

10 r;r; 1111 !:(~-S----

o ------
~Il;inlltes 

5 minutes 

Hodel SYstem 

__ .;;:.2.......:.:.:,n1..:.,i n 1I r e c; 

2 mi nil ~f::; 
5 m-j !lllt '=~ 
5 minllt-:s 

20 m~nllt.or; 

7Enter the e~timated clerical time 
t ..,.c: .. :'r:S. to perform each of ;"n· e 11' S'·~..J u _ • '- L.r;;<.J 

- 5 -
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Old System 

E. Judgment and Lien Docketing 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Forms Cost (per year)8 

Judoment Docket 
B~ok/Card 

Delinque~t Income T~x 
Book/Card 

Condominium Lien Docket 
Book/Card 

Hospital L~en Docket 
Book/Ca::-d 

Other Lien Book(~)/Card 

$10(1.00 

100.00 

50 00 

0.00 

Other Form (s) 
Index 
Alpha Guides 

.25 
---:3'-:'\J1'-:-J ---

Estimated Personnel Time 9 

Civil Jud<,;ment 
Delinq~2~c Income 

10 

10 
10 

F' 

T ~ x I'; a:' ran t 
Hos? i tal Lien 
Condominium Lien 
Other Lien 
Indexing (weekly) --2 

Estimated number of 
entries made in 1981. 

Civil Judgments 1,500 
-~------

Delinquent Income 
Tax ~\'arrants 1,200 

Hospital Liens __________ _ 
Condominium Liens 0 ------
Other Liens 500 

---~~--------

Average direct hourly 
salary (excluding fringe 
benefits) of clerk 
personnel assigned to the 
docketing function 
$ " 8.66 

minutes 

minutes 
n~i nutes 

, :inl.ltes 
hours 

Hodel S,/stem 

3 r.1in'Jte~ 

0 
3 1'1; nu t:;s 

3 millIJt2s 
0 

8~f bound books were used in the ol~ syste~, calculate th>: cnst 
per year by going back to a recently complated boo~ and det2rmine 
the number of years cO:1tained therein. Divide thE: numb::;r of YC2rs 
by the cost of the bock. 

9Bnter the estimated clerical time to com?lete one docket entry 
for each of the listed records. 

-
-
.... 

-
.... 

-

-
.... 

-
-

II. EquipmentlO 

A. Cost 

Quantity Cost/Unit To tal, Co.:; t 

1. Filing Sysl:em:.; --fill C!qUiPii121~t 1 i:;ted belo·.: \'!tlS c:l'lc(I::~' G'.:;lc~l ~"/ 
Racine County. 

Open Shelf Lateral 
Filing Equipmentll 

File Guides 
Out Folders 
Side 'I'ab File' 

Folders 
Inacti ve Recorl' 

Warehouse Shelving 
Inactive Records 

Storage Boxes 

2. Index Systems 

Card Trays12 
Dividers 

3. Calendar Card 

Tr~ '."3 12 
Divlcers 

4. Judgment/Lien Docket 

Traysl2 
Divider:s 

5. Accounting 

Pegboards 
Special Account Card 
Tray or Posting Tube 
Tickler File Tray 
Dividers 

6. Other Equipment or Supplies 
(please specify) 
PQrtamatic travs ~nd stand 

10":I""-''''r 1 J I.-
L ..... 011_1' C:11080 cur.;ts incur::-c:d to 

Alt'eady o'o':n::-:i 

3 
20 

2 
Includ2d 

? 
.) 

-------

$10.00 
1. 70 

$67.30 

$180.00 

---------

$JO.O~ 
~8.00 

$134.60 

$5·10.00 

Do not include if you already own""d St·h'·:i.~P()l: I; ~h0 :~~()j'21 .'3YSt.2i;). 
l' .... .e requlred eguii,)!':":ent or 

supp les prior to implementation of th>: model syste:n. 
I~Indicate qu~ntity in terms of t ~ 1 b 
shelvGs euch and filing inches o .... a num. er .of units, number. of 

I? per shelf' (o,.,'ldth) i.e. 3:7:36" 
-Indicate quantity in terms of b 
/. : 2 ,~ " n u mer 0 f t ray San c1 d 0 P t h ,i.e. 



,.- ......... --,..- ....... ' ~.--

B. Effectiveness of Equipment 

1. Filing Systams 

a. Check to indicate whether your filing sy~tern 
includes, the following components: 
I 

(1) Act! ve Record s 

Open shelf filing equipment 
Side tab file folders 

[XJ Color coded 
Out folders (check only if used on a 
regular basis) 
File guides 
Metal file supports 

(2) Inacti.ve Records 

Steel warehouse shelving esuipment 
Records storage boxes 

\TIone cubic foot bo;.~es 
~TWO and one half cubic foot boxes 

b. If vour active records system includes at least open 
shelf f~ling equi?ment, side tab file folders a~d 
the recula!" us~ of out felders, anSHr-:r the follo\lin<] 
ques~i;ns by circling the appro?riate response or by 
entering the requested information. If you wish to 
make further comments, use the space provided b21o~ 
each question and the reverse side or an attached 
page if required. 

(1) 

(2) 

Has the open shelf filing equipment reduced 
the amount of floor sp~ce required for active 
filing? 

Yes No No Opinion 

Comments til ready impl emented 
----------~--~-------------------------------

~stimate the space savings from implementing 
the open shelf filing system. 

----------------------square feet of office sp3ce. 

Comments Al rearJy impl emented 
----------~--~-------------------------------

- 8 -

( 3) 

( 4) 

(5) 

..... 

(6 ) 

Are case files easier to. locate using the open 
shelf filing system than the drawer or shuck 
filing equipment rreviously used. 

@ No No Opinion 

Comlnents ____________________________________________ __ 

Has there been (or do you anticipate that 
there will be) fewer misfiles or "lost" files 
as a result of implementing the open shelf 
filing system and regular use of the out 
folder s. 

Q No No Opinion 

Comments ____________________________________________ __ 

Are case folders easier and/or faster to pull 
and to refile in the open shelf filing system 
than in the drawer or shuck filing system 
which was previously used? 

~ \~.V No No Opinion 

Comments ------

Please describe other features of the open 
shelf filing system that you like or don't 
like. 

-------------------------------------------.-----
----------

- 9 -
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c. If your inactive records system includes steel 
warehouse shelving equipment and records storage 
boxes, answer the following questions by circling 
the appropriate response or by entering the required 
information. 

(1) 

( 2) 

(3 ) 

Has the use of warehouse shelving and records 
storage boxes reduced the amount of snac~ 
required for active fili~~ in th~ O[[~~2? 

.B No No Opinion 

Comments ------.---------------------------------------

Estimate the space savings from implern2nting 
the warehouse shelving/storage box sys~em. 

__________ square feet of inactive storage area. 

Comml?nts -----------------------------------------

Are inactive records easier and/or fas~er to 
locate in the warehouse shelving/storage box 
system than the way old records used :0 be 
stored? 

Yes No No Opinion 

Comments ------------------------------------

2. Other equipment and supporting supplies. 

Check the appropriate box if you have encountered any 
problems in the use of the following equipment or 
supplies which indicate a need for changes in its size, 
shape, material, color or other technical specifi
cations. (Provide an explanation of the proble~s you 
enc9untered in the comments section.) 

- 10 -
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(a) Index Systems 

( b) 

(c) 

8 Card Trays 
Dividers 

Calendar Cards 

B Trays 
Dividor::.; 

Judgment/Lien Docket 

B Tray 
Dividers 

(d) Accounting 

(e) 

Pegboards 
S~ecial Account Card 
Tlckler File Tray 

Other Equipment/Supplies 

Tray 

Com~ents (Use re . ve=se slde or attached Dage if 
more space is needed) ~ 

DhSQlrP, c~n.c: iltl? not opened 00 pr-'!Lhojl..\'rLir"'.l:llill 
wroog ltem \</as ordel'ed '11 .., .. ,-, -'-L.' ____ _ 

,Wl order ne~ card tray 
for special accounts 

- 11 -
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National Center for State Courts 
North Central Regional Office 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

April 7, 1982 

John Ferry 
'Jack Frost 
Larry Flynn 
Norman Meyer 

Thomas Dibble 

SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT 

Kassie Murphy 
Steve Steadman 
Janet Thums 
Ruth Zickau 

APPENDIX C 

Many of you have been working on identifying and 

purchasing the supplies and equipment needed to implement the 

model records keeping system in June. 

Some of the supply and equipment components are 

already in place or being used in each of the pilot counties. 

The purpose of this letter is to identify all of the equipment 

and supply needs and allow you to make calculations of quanti

ties needed so that timely ordering can be accomplished and the 

testing can be commenced smoothly in June. 

Some of the items described in the attached charts 

relate to a particular vendor - for illustrative purposes 

only. We have no preference for one vendor over another it is 

only important to obtain high quality products at a reasonable 
price. 

Most of the supply and equipment items are fairly 

standard. You should realize, however, that the price range 

varies greatly on such items as alpha, daily and monthly card 

guides. The price depends on the material the cards are made 

from and the type of tab. A sheet is attached to this letter 
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so you can get some idea of the various combinations and the 

price range. 

It does not appear that there exists a standard tray 

with a security rod for our proposed judgment/lien docket card 

file. So we will have to customize a standard tray for this 

purpose. We are presently in touch with a designer to work out 

the details and a price. The advantages of our model system 

approach to the judgment/lien docket function will be well 

worth the added expense and trouble. We'll inform you of 

developments and costs as details become available. 

Now it is up to each pilot county clerk and district 

administrator to work through this list of supplies and 

equipment and determine the pilot county needs. 

Please call if you have any problems or questions. 

Our goal is to have most everything in place by the training 

sessions in May. That doesn't give us much time - but I don't 

think there are any major pieces of filing equipment to order 

in any of the pilot counties. The critical items are the index 

and calendar card systems, the traffic files (alpha & 

appearance) and tubs for court records and special account 

ledger cards. 

Your best approach would be to contact a sales 

representative from one of the major vendors and work out the 

quantities, etc. If you need assistance with this call and 

we'll help in any way possible. 

Most everyone has tub files for active court record 

cards and lateral files. The other filing system components 

are going to be essential to a model records system (side tab 

file folders, color tabs, file guides, outfolders and file 

checkout cards). 

If you see that Ilve missed anything on these lists, 

please let me know. 

TD:mjl 

cc: Joan Hoffman, Karen McKim, Ruth McLaughlin, 
Janet Meier, Judy Ness, Terry Prahl 

..... 

'-

..... 

.... 

..... 

3" HIGH X 5" WIDE CARD GUIDES 

5U-12-8 

,..-------------- BLANK GUIDES AND PRINTED SETS 

Stock 
Nos. 

522-523 
524-525 
512-513 
514-515 

513-1 
515-1 
513-6 
515-6 
513-8 
515-8 

525- 25 
515- 25 
515- 50 
515- 75 
515-100 

515- 25-2 
515- 50-2 
515- 75-2 
515-100-2 

515- 25-1 
515- 50-1 
515- 75-1 
515-100-1 

515- 25-8 
515- 50-8 
515- 75-8 
515-100-8 

525-31 
515-31 
515-31-2 
515-31-1 
515-31 -8 

523-12 
513-12 
513-12-2 
513-12-1 
513-12-8 

523-57 
513-57 
513-57-2 
513-57-1 
513-57-8 

Tab Cut 
Or 

Position 

'h. '13. '/~, 'I!! 

'I,. '1" ';., 'Is 
3 PosItions 
5 Positions 
3 Positions 
5 Positions 
3 Positions 
5 Positions 

'15 Cut 
'.; Cut 
", Cut 
'; Cut 
'; Cut 

'; Cut 
'.; Cut 
'.j Cut 
'" Cut 
5 Positions 
5 Positions 
5 Positions 
5 Positions 

5 Positions 
5 Positions 
5 Positions 
5 Positions 

'Is Cut 
'~ Cut 
'Is Cut 
5 Positions 
5 Positions 

'f.! Cut 
'Is Cut 
'" Cut 
3 Poeitions 
3 Positions 

'/:I Cut 
'I, Cut Center 
'" Cut Center 
',S Cut Center 
3 Positions 

Tab No. 
And Style 

Self Tab 

Se'lf Tab 

111 Steel Tal:!s 
110 Steel Tabs 
III Clear Plastic 
110 Clear Plastic 
111 Amber Plastic 
110 Amber Plastic 

Self Tab 
Self Tab 
Self Tab 
Self Tab 
Self Tab 

Acetate 
Acetate 
Acetate 
Acetate 

110 Steel Tab 
110 Steel Tab 
110 Steel Tab 
110 Steel Tab 

110 Amber Plastic 
110 Amber Plastic 
110 Amber Plastic 
110 Amber Plastic 

Self Tab 
Self Tab 
Acetate 
110 Steel Tab 
110 Pink Plastic 

Self Tab 
Self Tab 
Acetat. 
III Steel Tabs 
III Green Plastic 

Self Tab 
:;elf Tab 
Acetate 
III Steel Tab 
Ifl Green Plastic 

-Description Pit i c..~ 
Blank Guides -'/.;;. g ;/110 14 Pt. 200 lb. Manila 

Blank Guides ',I&> //"0 25Pt. Type /I Pearl Pressboard 

Blank Guides~S'.31/'·" 25 Pt" Type /I Pearl Pressboerd 
Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type /I Pearl Pressboard 
Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type /I Pearl Pressboard 
Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type /I Pearl Pressboard 
Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 
Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 

25 Diy. A-Z 1./ ~ 14 Pt. 200 lb. Manila 
25 Diy. A-Z !I .SO 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
50 Diy. A-Z 5 . ., 'j 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
75 Diy. A-Z q. 10 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 

r l • .s~· 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 100 Diy. A-Z 

2!i Diy. A-Z 5.~'f 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
50 Diy. A-Z II.'-IP 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
75 Diy. A-Z. ,'7,7(, 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 

1 00 Diy. A.z :15."'7 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 

25 Div. A-Z ,. '/-z- 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
50 Diy. A-Z ;LI,O~ 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
75DiY.A-Z ~1..~5 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 

100 Diy. A-Z 3'7,';'5 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 

25 Diy. A-Z II .2.'" 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 
50 Div. A-Z ~to{,,,,o 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 
75 Diy. A-Z "10./ J. 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 

100Diy.A-Z'I'{,"I1 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 

Daily 1-31 /. fb 14 Ft. 200 lb. Manila 
Daily 1 -31 :1,.50 25 Pt. Type II Paarl Pressboard 
Daily 1-31 ~. '7 'I 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
Daily 1-31 },,/, .tiS' 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
Daily 1-31 /7, <'" 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 

Monthly-Jan.-Dec. 14 Pt. 200 lb. Manila 
Monthly-Jan.-Dec. 25Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
Monthly-Jan.-Dec. 25 Pt. Ty!» II Pearl Pressboard 
Month Iy-Jan. -Dec. 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pres&boIIrd 
Monthly-Jan.-Dec. 251;'t. Typ" I Black Pressboard 

States-Territories (57) 14 Pt. 200 lb. Manila 
States-Territories (57) 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
States-Territories (57) 2E, Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
States-Territories (57) 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 
States-Territories (57) 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 

Weight Packed 
Par Box Per Box 

lib. 100 
2 lb. 100 

lb. 13 oz. 50 
lb. 7 oz. 50 

10 oz. 25 
lb. 2 oz. 50 

11 oz. 25 
lb. 4 oz. 50 

4 oz. 1 Set 
8 oz. 1 Set 

1 lb. 1 Set 
1 lb. 8 oz. 1 Set 
2 lb. 13 oz. 1 Set 

8 oz. 1 Set 
1 lb. 1 Set 
1 lb. 8 oz. 1 Set 
2 lb. 13 oz. 1 Set 

12 oz. 1 Set 
1 lb. 8 oz. 1 Set 
2 lb. 4 oz. 1 Set 
3 lb. 1 Set 

10 oz. 1 Set 
1 lb. 4 oz. 1 Set 
1 lb. 14 oz. 1 Set 
2 lb. 4 oz. 1 Set 

50z. 1 Set 
10 oz. 1 Set 
10 oz. 1 Set 
14 oz. 1 Set 
13 oz. 1 Set 

/, I J 2 oz. 1 Set 
1,73 8 oz. 1 Set 
~ ,/0 8 oz. 1 Set 
5". (",7 12 oz. 1 Set 
b r'3l 10 oz. 1 Set 

10 oz. 1 Set 
1 lb. 3 oz. 1 Set 
1 lb. 3 oz. 1 Set 
2 lb. 1 Set 
1 lb. 9 oz. 1 Set 

Larger Sets of Alphabetical Guidfu Can Be Fumished In Thes" Divisions: 240.300.320.500,500. BOO, 1,000, 1.500, 2.000. 3,000. 
Steel and Plastic Insertible Tabs are Supplied With White Printed InslJrts. 
Steel Tab Guides are Also Supplied With Clear Acetate Window Facings. 
Plastic Tabs Available in Amber. Blue. Clear. Green, Pink and Red. 
'VOTE: All Plastic Tabs Used Have Maqnification. 



5" HIGH x 8" WIDE CARD GUIDES 

I 

813·8 

813 815·25·1 • 813·57·1 

BLANK GUIDES AND PRINTED SETS . 
Tab Cut 

Stock Or Tab No. Weight Packed 

Nos. Position And Style Description 1("1 (.. C- Per Box Per Box 
I 

822·823 
824·825 '17. "3. 'I •• '/~ Self Tab Blank Guides '0 { / / ~ • 14 Pt. 200 lb. Manila 2 lb. 4 oz. 100 

812-813 '4. '4. ';'. ';, Self Tab Blenk Guidtl-3 IS. ':.u/'OIJ 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 4 lb. 12 oz. 100 

814·815 
813-1 3 Positions 112 Steel Tabs Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 3 lb. 9 oz. 50 

815·1 5 Positions 111 Steel Tabs Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 3 lb. 3 oz. 50 

813-6 3 Positions 111 Clear Plastic Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 1 lb. 8 oz. 25 

815~ 5 Pos,t,ons III Cll!8r Plastic Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 2 lb. 15oz. 50 

813·8 3 Positions 111 Amber Plastic Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 1 lb. 8 oz. 25 

815-8 5 Positions 111 Amber Plastic Blank Guides 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 2 lb. 15 oz. 50 

825· 25 '/5 Cut Self Tab 25 Div. A-Z ;/.5 0 14 Pt. 200 lb. Manila 10 oz. 1 Set 

815- 25 " Cut Self Tab 25 Diy. A-Z 2,7 '5 25 Pt. Type. II Pearl Pressboard 1 lb. 5 oz. 1 Set 
.\ 

815- 50 ';, Cut Self Tab 50 Diy. A-Z /0,-19 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 2Ib.l0oz. 1 Set 

815- 75 't, Cut Self Tab 75 Diy. A-Z 1'1.5' 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 4 lb. 13 oz. I Set 

815-100 ';, Cut Self Tab 100Diy.A-Z ;l,;"."1'} 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 4 lb. 13 oz. 1 Set 

815- 25-2 't, Cut Acetate 25 Diy. A-Z '(.5'0 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard I lb. 5 oz. I Set 

815- 50-2 "\ Cut Acetate 50 Diy. A-Z 17.33 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 2 lb. 10 oz. I Set 

815- 75-2 " Cut Acetate 75 Div. A-Z ~,.S 7 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 3 lb. 15 oz. 1 Set 
\ 

815-100-2 '/\ Cut Acetate 100 Diy. A-Z ,3!.10 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 4 lb. 13 oz. I Set 

815- 25-1 5 Positions 111 Steel Tab 25 Diy. A-Z I/" 7 25 Pt. 'Type II Pearl Pressboard I lb. 10 oz. I Set 

815- 50-1 5 Positions III Steel Tab 50 Div. A-Z 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 3 lb. 14 oz. 1 Set 

815- 75-1 5 Positions III Steel Tab 75 Div. A-Z 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 4 lb. 14 oz. 1 Set 

815-100-1 5 Positions III Steel Tab 100 Diy. A-Z -5':S.4/5 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 3 lb. 14 oz. Y,Set 

815- 25-8 5 Positions III Amber Plastic 25 Div. A-Z 1'1.17 25 Pt. Type I 81ack Pressboard I lb. 8 oz. I Set 

815- 50-8 5 Positions III Amber Plastic 50 Diy. A-Z 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 3 lb. 1 Set 

815- 75-8 5 Positions 111 Amber Plastic 75 Div. A-Z 25 Pt. TyP6 I Black Pressboard 4 lb. 8 oz. I Set 

815-100-8 5 Positions III Amber Plastic 100 Diy. A-Z G.~.o~ 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 3 lb. Y,Set 

825·:31 '/5 Cut Self Tab Daily 1·31 ~ • ..j)... 14 Pt. 200 lb. Manila 130z. 1 Set 

815-31 ';, Cut Self Tab Daily 1-31 17.7/ 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 1 10. 8 oz. 1 Set 

815-31 -2 ';, Cut Acetate Daily 1-31 /2.0' 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 1 lb. 8 oz. I Set 

815-31-1 5 Positions III Steel Tab Daily 1-31 I'. "Is 'f 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 2 lb. I Set 

815-31 -8 5 Positions III Pink Plastic Daily 1-31 I ,.. / '1 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard I lb. 6 oz. 1 Set 

823·12 1/3 Cut Self Tab Monthly-Jan. -Dec. 14 Pt. 200 lb. Manila I. '!3 5 oz. I Set 

813-12 'I, Cut Self Tab Month Iy-Jan.- Dec. 25 Pt. Typa II Pearl Pressboard:l.Sz., lb. 4 oz. 1 Set 

813-12-2 'I, Cut Acetate Month Iy-Jan.- Dec. 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard '1J~1 lb. 4 oz. I Set 

813-12-1 3 Positions 112 Steel Tab Monthly-Jan.- Dec. 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard".'" y 14 oz. I Set 

813-12-8 3 Positions III Green Plastic Monthly-Jan.- Dec. 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 7. 70 12 oz. I Set 

823-57 '13 Cut Self Tab State-Territories (57) 14 PI. 200 lb. M".'lila 1 lb. 6 oz. 1 Set 

813-57 'I, Cut Center Self Tab States- Territories (57) 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 2 lb. 12 oz. I Set 

813-57-2 'I, Cut Center Acetate States-Territories (57) 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 2 lb. 12 oz. I Set 

813-57-1 ~ Cut Center III Stool Tab States- Territories (57) 25 Pt. Type II Pearl Pressboard 4 lb. 1 oz. I Set 

813-57-8 3 Positions III Green Plastic States- Territoriea (57) 25 Pt. Type I Black Pressboard 3 lb. 8 oz. I Set 

Larger Sets 'of Alphabetical GuJdu Can Btl Furnishtld In ThelSlJ Divisions: 240.300.320.500.600. BOO. 1,000. 1.500.2.000.3.000. 

Steel and Plastic InsertabllJ Tabs arlJ Supplied With WhitlJ PrintlJd InslJrts. 
Steel Tab Guides are Also Supplied With Clear Acetate Window Facings. 
Plastic Tabs AvailabllJ in Amber. Blue. Clear. Green. Pink and Red. 
NOTE: AlrPfa-stic Taos Used Have Magnification. 
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ITEM DESCRIPTION 

1. Filing Equipment 
Lateral - Six compartment 
Cabinet wlDoor 

Letter size 13-1/2 D x 36 M W 
x.78" High - (204 filing 
inches) 

2. Same cabinet as above 
with gang lock doors. 

3. Steel file support 
plates - Recommend 
1 every 6 inches or so; 
30 per cabinet 

4. Alternate filing 
system - 45" Initial 
section of unit space 
finder with 6" boxes, 
letter size, 7 tiers, 
275 filing inches. 

5. W/Rollout Worksheet 
(Additional sections 
in 33" and 42" can be 
added at considerabl· 
less cost per filing 

6. 3"x5" Card tray w/ 
follower block 24" deep' 

7. 5"x8" card tray with 
follow block, 

8. Card Tray w/ 
Locking Rod 
for 8-1/2x3-2/3 card size 
(H 4-1/16, W 8-3/4, D 29" 

9. Letter size tub files 

10. Tub file for accounting 
system special account 
ledger cards. 

11. "To be paid" tickler file 
tray for 8-1/2·x4~ cards 

EXAMPLE 
VENDOR/MOD. 

TAB 
6205-TL 

TAB 
6228-TL 

TAB 
6252-05 

TAB 
5021 
TAB 
5031 

TAB 
5031 

TAB 
3901-05 

TAB 
3931-05 

CUSTOM 
CONVERSION 
@ approx. 

Globe-weis 
K 3-143-BEI 

TAB 
1799-11 

ESTIMATED 
PRICE 

472.50 

526.00 

2.30 ea. 

497.50 

599.70 

599.70 

22.00 

28.35 

USE IN MODEL SYSTEM 

All standard size 
case files - legal 
size cost about 15% more. 

Lock on doors provides 
additional security 
for confidential files. 

File supports keep 
lateral files upright-
prevent sliding. 

Alternative to fixed 
shelf filing cabinet. 

Index and calendar cards 
in all case types except 
traffic and forfeiture •• 
TR & FORF. FILES--
• Pending Alpha File 
• Appearance File 
• Annual Alpha File 
• Numer ic File 

Judgment Docket/Lien 
Record - CV, SC, 

" 

$15-20.00 per tray 

15.35 

20.00 

Commonly in use now for 
court record cards. 

May need separate tubs for 
support & other accounts 

For top portion of special 
account ledger cards tickler system. 

,~ 
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FILING SYSTEM SUPPLIES 

ITEM D£ESCRIPTION 

1. 14 fpt. Manila file 
foldoers w/full cut 
douoble side teb, secured 
for label placement and 
2- toonded fastener in 
11 .. position. 

2. Compputer generated 
cola or coded label. 

3. Numeeric color coded 
labeels. w/Dispenser box 
500, 1- labels per box 

4. Indi~vidual box of one 
numbeer-color coded 
labeels. 

5. 1982~ year labels 
1/2" High - colors 
chanage each year. 

6. Alpbaabetic Color 
Codeed label. 

EXAMPLE 
VENDOR/MOD. 

TAB 
1123-2B-11 

TAB 
1282-50 

TAB 
1282-** 

TAB 
1278-** 

TAB 
1278-** 

** Refaers to number or letter being ordered. 

J 

ESTIMATED 
PRICE 

243.50 
per 1,000 

131. 00 
per 1,000 

82.50 
set 0-9 

8.25 per 
box of 500 

5.10 per 
box of 500 

5.10 per 
box of 500 

USE IN ~ODEL SYSTEM 

24-1/2¢ each. 

13¢ each 
(approx. 38¢ each folder 
w/color coded label) 

Color coding case f 
on side tab of 
folder. 

ID of year on ~ide 
tab case I label. 

ID of case I on side 
Tab label - need letters 
A,C,F,M,O,P,R,S,T,V. 
for case type codes. 

] 1 J 
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SUPPLIES 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

7. 2- pressure sensitive 
file fasteners. 

8. File guides 

9. Vinyl Out Folders w/ 
diagonal pocket and 
3x5 chectout pocket. 
3"x5" chargeout cards. 

10. 3x5 Alphabetic 
Card guides. 

11. 3x5 Daily 1-31 
Card guides. 

12. 3x5 Monthly 
Card guides 

(Jan-Dec) 

13. 5xS" Alphabetic 
Card guides 

14. 5xS Daily (1-31) 
Card guides 

15. 5xS Monthly 
Card guides 

(Jan-Dec) 

16. Polyethelene Open 
end, mooncut jacket. 

17. Letter/Legal Size 
Alpha dividers 
top tabbed 

EXAMPLE 
VENDOR/MOD. 

TAB 
110S 

TAB 
C4305-02 

TAB 
4366 
436S 

SEMCO 
5-1/S"xS-l/2" 

ESTIMATED 
PRICE 

9.00 
per 100 

79.00 
per 100 

(25 per box) 

104.00 
per 100 

9.60 per 1,000 

[ 

USE IN MODEL SYSTEM 

Extra fastener need on 
left side of "some" file 
folders. 

For all standard case 
file Shelves. 

Wide Range of prices Card index files 
from 1.lS to 11.40 for 
25 Divisions A-Z depends on 
material and construction 
also available in 50, 75 
and 100 divisions of 
the alphabet. 

Calendar Card Files also 
wide price range from 1.S6 
to 17.44 per set - price 
break on 12 sets. 

Calendar Card Files; price 
range from 1.11 to 6.31 
per set. 

2.50 to 
14.17 per 
25 DIV Set 

3.42 to 
18.19 per 

1. 93 to 
7.70 per 

2S.00 per 

set 

set 

1,000 

TR/FO Pending Alpha 
files and annual 
disposed file. 

TR/FO Appearance 
Date Files. 

TR/FO Appearance 
Date Files. 

Citation (TR &FO) Filing 
Source SEMCO P.O. Box 09246 
3111 W. Mill Rd., Mil., WI 
53209 (414)351-3300 

For court record tub files 
and Special Account Ledger 
cards. 

r 
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SUMMARY OF FILING SYSTEM NEEDS FOR THE MODEL SYSTEM 

COMPONENTS 
USED FOR 

cv FA SC 
l. Lateral, open shelf • shelving or cabinets filing - for case files. • file SUpports 

- side tab folders w/fasteners • color coded tabs X X X • file guides 
• out folders 
• change out cards. 

2. Tub files for Active 
• Tub file 

X 
Court Record Cards 

(Desk top or on wheels) 
• Numeric file guides 

3. 3x5 Index Card Files 
• Card trays or drawers X 
• Alpha guides 

X X 

X X 
4. 3x5 Calendar Card Files • Card tray or 

5. 3x5 Warrant/suspension File _ Card tray 
drawers. X x X 

6. Pending Alpha File 
(Citation) 

7. Appearance Date File 
(Citation) 

B. Closed ~umeric Citation 
File 

9. Annual Alpha File 
(Citation) 

10. Judgment/lien Docket 
File 

11. Special Accout Ledger 
File 

12. Special Account 
--To be paid tickler file 

13. Other Accounting Records 
File 

• Alpha Dividers 
X 

• 5xB-l/2 Tray 
• Alpha Dividers 
• Plastic Sleeves 

• Tray 
• Month/Day Dividers 
• Dividers 

- Tray 

• Tray 
• Alpha Dividers 

• Tray w/safety Rod 
• Alpha Dividers X X X 

• Tub File 
• Alpha Dividers 

• Tray 
• Month/Date Dividers 

- File folders (Trial Balance Worksheets etc.) • Labels 

j 
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X 
X 

X 
X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

x 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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I ., National Cel1.ter for State Courts 
North Central Regional Office 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

MODEL RECORDS SYSTEM PILOT SITE CLERKS AND ADMINISTRATORS 

TOM DIBBL~~ 
RE: JUDGMENT AND LIEN DOCKET TRAY 

DA,TE: MAY 7, 1982 

The modification has been completed on the prototype tray with 

a locking security rod. We have been promised a turn-around time 

of one week once the fabrication shop gets the trays. The cost 

for conversion will be $20-$25 depending on the size of our order. 

W(~ have identified two "check size" trays which will accom-

modate Our 8 1/2" x 3 2/3" judgment and lien cards: 

1. TAB Model #3987 16" deep 

2. BEA Model # T2494ST 24 1/2" deep 

A-Z alpha guides are additional. 

Tell Tom Dibble what you want to order. 

$23.75 

$35.95 






